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ABSTRACT
Public service motivation (PSM) is a characteristic that is exhibited through employees'
desire to serve in the interest of the communities they serve. In keeping up with the current times
and technology advances in the workplace, federal agencies are continually introducing new and
innovative ways to complete goals in these environments. Government agencies across the
United States are repeatedly asking Commissioners and Secretaries to do more work with fewer
workers. In addition to fewer public servants in government, the Baby Boomers looking to retire
within the next ten years, and the transfer of knowledge to Generation X and Millennials needs
to be fluid and consistent. The blueprint of working for a single employer for 30 years and
retiring has changed. Loyalty is appreciated in the workplace; however, public servants of each
generation have needs that have shown to be met differently. Baby Boomers, Generation X, and
Millennials as civil servants all have unique perspectives on what motivates them to work in the
industry of government. The objective of this study was to apply a work extrinsic, intrinsic,
motivational scale (WEIMS) survey to examine how the work motivations of Federal Student
Aid employees are a contributing factor in how generational differences between public servants
are wired to work in a bureaucratic environment. The U.S. Department of Education specifically,
Federal Student Aid (FSA), is the organization that will be reviewed in how the identification of
work motivations of each generation assist to achieve the organization's goals.
Keywords: Public Service Motivation (PSM), generational differences, work extrinsic, intrinsic,
motivational scale (WEIMS), succession planning, government, work motivation
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Chapter I: Introduction
Research on generational diversity has increased in the 21st Century, explicitly
concerning societal issues and within government agencies. A generation shares significant life
events, location, age, and birth years (Parry & Urwin, 2017). Each generation has experienced
specific events that shape the way it is perceived and named. Moreover, events such as terrorist
attacks, moon landings, and assassinations determine how a particular generation is viewed in
later years (Troksa, 2016). Nonetheless, generational differences in the federal government have
proven that public servants systematically operate differently in a bureaucratic environment.
Generational differences are a popular subject matter among academics, consultants, and
human resource managers. These differences constitute disparity in desires, attitudes, values, and
behaviors (Holland, 2018). One significant example of generational diversity that relates to the
research topic is the commitment to public service. Presidents have asserted over time the
importance of citizens engaging in public service to their country. Perhaps the most famous
quote concerning this call to duty comes from the 35th President John F. Kennedy (1961) in his
inaugural address, where he stated, “Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can
do for your country.” Service to the country exemplifies putting the needs of others before one’s
own needs and is a value that has seemingly become less associated with newer generations.
Choosing this topic was personal as public service does not get the credit it deserves, even as the
nature of how work is completed for the sake of the country.
Public Service Motivation in a Multi-Generational Workforce
The generations of workers that support 95% of the government workforce span from
Baby Boomers through Millennials (Wright, 2017). These audiences will be the subjects
expounded upon throughout this capstone. In comparison, the Silent Generation and Generation
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Z are too small in percentile to take into consideration for this research due to the advanced
aging of the former and/or not enough work experience in government for the latter group.
Therefore, this paper explores the generational disparity between Baby Boomers, Generation X,
and Millennials and how their public service motivations differ.
PSM is defined as an individual's predisposition to respond to motives grounded
primarily or uniquely in public institutions (Perry &Wise, 1990). One study by Perry & Wise on
the measurement of PSM in workers shows generational motivations, including how stereotypes
of different generations have been portrayed in the workplace and what is essential to the worker.
All generations have stereotyped attributes, as evidenced in books and media. For instance, Baby
Boomers are perceived by younger generations to be too old to learn. Such stereotypes can
impact the functioning of various institutions of the federal government, primarily when they
target the workers of different generations unfairly (Wailand, 2015).
An outstanding problem in the federal government is the disconnect between public
servants and their generational predisposition line of thinking in bureaucratic environments. The
generations, as mentioned earlier, have different motivating measures in what makes the job
fulfilling as public servants. The focal point of this research will be to identify what constitutes
public service work motivational differences between the generations in Federal Student Aid.
The federal government struggles to both attract and retain highly qualified employees,
making it critical to understand what attracts people to the federal workforce or public service in
the first place (Bur, 2017). The issue of PSM in the federal workforce is a vital topic when it
comes to the discussion on what stimulates people to choose to become public servants or those
who want to commit to a career in public service employment. Keeping talent within the federal
government has become problematic over the years. Some of the critical factors that motivate
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people to work for the Department include the desire to serve, altruism, and to have an impact on
society. In addition, the desire for autonomy, purpose, and mastery of working in the federal
workforce may also be motivating elements (Zauderer & Zaplin, 2015). The desire to serve
others proves to be an incredibly significant factor in motivating both talented and ambitious
persons to join and remain in the federal workforce.
Another driving element that attracts people to work in the federal workforce is the result
of recently made reforms in public service that have the aim of reducing cost and increasing
efficiency and effectiveness in service delivery. These reforms have dramatically improved
working conditions in the public service sector. Job security attracts many people to federal jobs,
with high income and the opportunity to be useful to society, also being key factors (Ertas,
2015). These reasons also help explain why the current three generations in the federal
workforce operate differently in bureaucratic environments, as their needs and ethos to working
in public service differ aside from needing a paycheck alone.
A major contributing factor to the discussion on generational diversity in the federal
workplace is the number of federal retirements has been on the upswing since 2009. The Office
of Personnel Management (OPM) (2018) states, “that more than 110,000 federal employees
retired in the fiscal year 2012, and in the first four months of 2013, about 60,000 federal
employees applied to retire—a 43% increase from the same period in 2012.” The Government
Accountability Office (2005) projects that 30% of the more than two million federal government
employees will be eligible to retire in the next three years. Roughly 14% of federal employees
were eligible to retire according to data reported in 2018 by the OPM, and this number is
expected to jump to about 30% in five years or so (OPM, 2018). Because of this growing number
of eligible retiring office workers, a shortage of talent acquisition is inevitable. Human resource
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managers will need to prioritize searching for fresh candidates to widen the talent pool for their
organizations. As it is, federal agencies do a mediocre job of describing organizational
performance requirements and translating them into meaningful individual and team
performance expectations. Engaging people in the same mundane manner from a bureaucratic
standpoint will prove costly to the agency and alter a public servant’s/managers' perception of
organizational fit aligned within the agency.
According to statistical analyses of the federal workforce, around 35% is composed of the
Baby Boomer Generation (Federal News Network, 2013). Once this large number of workers
retire from the federal workforce, a substantial amount of job knowledge will disappear. The
workforce will suffer a potential collapse when the transfer of this plethora of information is
unable to be assessed by the sophomore and younger generations. A total of seven percent of the
federal government employee base is under the age of 30 within the US federal service (Bureau
of Labor and Statistics, 2018). In a quick comparison with other countries, this low number
serves as evidence of nothing short of a global issue. For instance, Canada has 10% of its civil
service younger than 30. Australia stands at about 11%, whereas in the United Kingdom, civil
service employees under the age of 30 make their top rank at about 13% (Romzek, 2000).
Within an ever-growing workforce environment, a polished skillset is of significant
importance. Because of a rapid change in demographics, Millennials will become the backbone
for the current workforce in both the public and private sectors. They will be working alongside
Generation X, who, because of their vast experience, are established in their careers and areas of
expertise and have seniority within the workforce. Generation X makes up about 43% of the
federal workforce currently; however, because of the increased number of recent government
shutdowns, they may be looking for second career possibilities, which will add to the strain in
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the talent pool of federal employment. Ideally, the percentages of both generations, Generation X
and Millennials, should balance out so that the Baby Boomers about to retire may pass on the
knowledge and information to their younger counterparts. The fact of the matter is the vast
vacancies arising from eligible retiring employees and those searching for second job
opportunities will prove very challenging for organizations to fill if they do not obtain or hire
qualified applicants from the younger generations. Human capital leaders are responsible for
enhancing the quality of the workforce by recruiting high caliber employees, and this can be
achieved after advancements in human capital management have been made by filling the talent
gap.
Problem Statement
The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of how public servants operate
through the use of a work, extrinsic, intrinsic, motivational scale (WEIMS) survey. In
understanding the similarities and differences in public service motivation (PSM) strength
among the current generations in Federal Student Aid in the Department; this format is used
throughout this capstone in identifying motivation trends in government employees that apply to
the respective generation. This capstone project highlights the differential values in public
servants in a bureaucratic setting, such as those in a mid-sized federal agency such as the
Department. For the Department to understand the needs of hired personnel within the federal
government and comprehend the finite work motivational factors in public servants, it is
essential for them to understand the dynamics of generational differences in government, and
utilize a WEIMS in molding their training apparatuses that will allow for maximization of
employee output.
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In conducting this study, it is important to note some gaps in the research. The federal
civilian employee databases may have excluded specific agencies, departments, or branches of
government. Some statistics may account for seasonal or temporary employees (such as those
employed by the U. S. Census), and it is important to note these statistics are generated
depending on the specific time of the year. The literature examines the generational differences
among the Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials. They are the largest generational
cohorts in public service when compared to Generation Z and the Silent Generation. In looking
closer at the generational prerequisites, these were the finite markers in periods:
•
•
•

Baby Boomer generation are individuals who were born between 1946 and 1964;
(Pew Research Center, 2015).
Generation X are individuals born between the period of 1965 through 1980;
(Pew Research Center, 2015).
Millennial generation are individuals born from 1981 through 1996.
(Pew Research Center, 2015).

Generation cutoff periods are defined by January 01st through December 31st for purposes of this
study; the above timeframes will be used to denote each generation.
These generations are all vital to the workforce and are reliant on each other to push
forward agency objectives and accomplish goals in the process. The one common denominator
between the generations is that each person, regardless of generation, has chosen a career in
public service. Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials are now the pillars of the federal
workforce who are entrusted with the fiduciary responsibilities in serving the needs of citizens
through the respective agencies in which they are employed. John Greenleaf’s 1970 model of
servant leadership plays a part in working in government, as a person’s focus contributes to the
thriving of the organization. This perfunctory characteristic complements the theory of servant
leadership theory (Parris & Peachey, 2012). Servant leadership is a characteristic that is innate
within oneself, to put others before themselves naturally. In some form or another, servant
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leadership is a characteristic that people possess in choosing to work for the federal government,
regardless of generation. Leadership has been known to be associative to PSM and WEIMS
principles in government workers (Park & Rainey 2008). Back in 2000, a Merit Principles
Survey was given to federal employees across multiple agencies looking at the influence of
leadership and motivational variables non-exclusive to PSM that gauged variables in job
satisfaction. This study revealed that depending on the current leadership exhibited throughout
the agency, it would naturally coerce the dynamics of employees' perception of satisfaction
within the bureaucratic environment in whether they felt that they exhibited higher/lower levels
of individual public service-oriented motivation (Park, et al. 2008).
Research Question
As the research expands, questions on how the Department can use generational diversity
of the present federal agency to A) identify markers of public service motivation (PSM); and B)
ensure succession planning between generations is fluid and up to date; helping avoid potential
knowledge breaks between employees in reaching agency goals. This question leads to the
following research question:
• Do Work Motivation variances influence the three generations differently in Federal
Student Aid?
Through this capstone and research presented, it is hopeful that audiences who have a
high stake in public servant needs, government, and in creating work mechanisms that give
governments a better understanding of the type of public servant on board, will be better able to
identify PSM levels within a multi-generational workforce to achieve agency goals. A
quantitative study assists in finding out the specific variables of WEIMS between respective
Federal Student Aid employees who identify within a specific generation, and their perspective
of PSM in a bureaucratic environment. The research being performed on this study is location-
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sensitive with respect to an actual mid-sized federal agency, the Department of Education’s
Federal Student Aid unit.
Purpose of Research and Intended Audience
Working as a public servant is a privilege. To be successful as a public servant, one must
acknowledge the fundamental principles of servant leadership. As the role of government has not
changed, the manner in how it does business and workers’ skills in utilizing technology is now at
the forefront. Change is inevitable, and leaders of government agencies must understand the
needs and type of servants they are bringing within their ranks. The purpose of the study was to
get a better understanding of how public servants across three different generations view public
service motivation in a bureaucratic environment, how it affects them personally, and the longterm effects on the agency.
The results of this study may allow Federal Student Aid to better assess applicants
looking to work in government as a public servant by highlighting their public service motivation
(PSM) levels in relation to the job application. This action could allow a federal agency to
determine an applicant’s fit for the organization by more than just a resume alone, which does
not measure PSM. This effort could eliminate unnecessary attrition for individuals who are not
good quality candidates for bureaucratic environments, as the Department of Education has a
plethora of units that make up the entire agency.
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Conclusion
There is a plethora of information in relation to public service motivation (PSM) and
information on work extrinsic, intrinsic, motivational scale (WEIMS). Yet there is limited
information on why Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials have a different set of values
when it comes to working in a bureaucratic environment and exhibiting results with differences
of satisfaction and job motivation. As the federal government relies more on technology and the
emergence of artificial intelligence, the bigger question to be asked is how sustainable public
servants’ role will be should governments opt to use baseline grades on an individual’s PSM for
servant leadership roles as agencies are asked to do more with less. The WEIMS principle is a
complementing assessment that looks deeper than just a paper resume itself for future employees
and allows an understanding of employee types currently existing in the government already. A
true understanding of employee PSM and agency training is paramount to the industry of
government.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
For the first time in history, three generations are working side by side, each with
different leadership, communication, and career development styles in the federal workforce.
The workforce is shaped like an hourglass with Baby Boomers at the top of the hourglass,
Generation X at the small of the hourglass, and Millennials at the bottom of the hourglass (Zolli,
2006). These noted factors are gravely important in how knowledge transfers to the next
generation. Additionally, multiple generations within the federal workforce have effected change
in the organizational culture of how work is completed, allowing experienced generations to
learn how to work in harmony with generations that are more tech-savvy than they are. This
hourglass make-up has considerable implications for managers' use of leadership tactics in the
way they communicate/inspire public servants across multiple generations in the agency.
Motivation plays a role for all workers, regardless of generation, but the avenue taken may differ
from person to person.
The art of communication has experienced a paradigm shift amongst generations over the
course of the last 50 years, as author Espinoza (2010) stated, “that 70% of older employees are
dismissive of younger workers’ abilities, while 50% of younger employees are dismissive of the
abilities of their older coworkers.” The watershed moment of this issue currently is, public
servants must rely on one another to achieve operational goals, regardless of generation. For
managers and leaders, the challenges of blending a multi-generational workforce are many. With
a variety of generations in the workforce, public service motivation has become tougher than
ever to coalesce.
Throughout this capstone, theories will be presented about public service motivation
(PSM), that identifies high and low PSM in public servants in the Department; and how the
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noted generations work to achieve individual and organizational goals differently due to
generational differences in perceptions of motivation. PSM is a worker’s motivation to deliver
service to citizens and to help society as a whole. Research has focused on attributes related to
PSM, which emphasize the behavior of public servants and the public sector (Leisink et al.,
2018). The following will look closer at how life experiences shape individuals in choosing to
become public servants, and how altruistic beliefs are applied differently using work extrinsic,
intrinsic, motivational scale (WEIMS) as a metric tool. This identifier tool will allow Federal
Student Aid to first, understand how to better approach agency initiatives for employees in where
the tactics are relatable to employees’ line of thinking without completely disturbing comfort
zones regardless of generational differences/preferences. Second, it will bring in more public
servants who are service-minded oriented into the Federal Student Aid. Important factors to note
throughout this capstone is that each generation will be uniquely expounded upon by its
characteristics. Applicable motivation theories about PSM will be noted throughout (i.e.,
Hertzberg’s two-factor theory, Self Determination Theory (SDT), Foundational Communication
Theory, and Hackman & Oldman’s Job Characteristic Model) this research paper in how its
application is not one dimensional and relegated to one generation in general. Environments,
work climate, and life experiences, as noted by Tremblay (2009), seem to play a role in how
PSM is perceived and probable in identifying its strength and or weakness in people.
Training of Public Servants in government (federal workforce)
Training public servants properly is a noted measure in working towards organization
sustainability from a bureaucratic standpoint. Some of the important significant issues for
performance measurement and management are Directional Motivation, Engagement,
Accountability Talent, Management, and Environment, and Values. This study’s research
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findings identified three core areas of government organizations that should be examined in
relation to performance measurement and management.
The core areas identified are:
•
•
•

Involve the federal workforce to give maximum efforts, make their commitment
achievable while having a healthy workplace environment.
Support all those practices of talent management which need to grow, maintain, and
retain high-quality human resource talent.
Introduce an achievable standard of measurement for operation and performance for
better accountability.

Federal agencies should understand the work, extrinsic, intrinsic, motivation scale (WEIMS)
motivational factors of their employees in getting the best return on investment from workers,
especially when multiple generations have differing PSM values. This study proposes that using
WEIMS to identify the PSM values of each generation will serve to improve connectivity
measures between generations, and thereby utilize training principles that will lead to a stronger
Federal Student Aid unit within the Department of Education.
The federal workforce has become diversified in recent years, which means a singular
training may not deliver the desired results for all employees. Additionally, the era of
personalized training programs has become a reality in the 21st century. Now, identifying an
employee’s background, current needs, and future goals are necessary before starting a training
session. Moreover, generational differences also matter in a bureaucratic environment, especially
when motivational factors differ between employees that must work in a homogeneous fashion.
Paying closer attention to a person’s PSM strength from a business standpoint with training tools
to focus on more closely aligned metrics as motivational strengths and differences will assist in
this environment. Looking at how to effectively bridge the divide between three generations of
workers having different criteria in their work ethics and cultural norms in government is worth
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looking into as a contributing factor. These factors and agency actions will be instrumental in the
generation comprehension of needs.
Various other federal agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission and the Federal
Communications Commission are working their way to collect, compile, analyze, and publish
statistical details about this labor force even though they are considered some of the best to work
for (Wyckoff, 2014). A past research survey completed by McKinsey & Company (2009) titled
Driving Federal Performance was helpful to agency leaders in seeking ways to strengthen agency
performance. The overall assessment stated, “The federal government enjoys relative strengths in
the elements that deal with the “heart” of an organization.” More than in the private sector,
government managers understand and embrace the direction and vision of their organization and
are motivated to make a difference. The government is not, however, as well-positioned as the
private sector in the more “operational” elements of an organization, in particular needing
improvement in management practices related to fostering employee engagement, talent
management, and accountability (McKinsey, 2009). In this assessment, a highlight can be made
in that recognizing motivation is a part of the way agencies support and involve employees in
engagement. Because of differences in the compilation methodologies of federal workforce
statistics, though, sources of the totals deducted may differ from any agency. Some sources rely
on the total working hours of a generation, such as the Office of Management and Budget, while
others depend on surveys collected by the employing agencies and self-identification by workers
surveyed in their residences (OPM, 2018). Finally, some of the employees are simply stationary
in the organization Office of Personnel and Management (OPM) because this agency is the
human resource umbrella of all federal organizations, a lot of trial and error would not seemingly
be positive to its operational structure. This type of data collected by each agency can extrapolate
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concrete information that helps align employee self-motivation and its mission together by
querying the needs currently lacking.
One way, Federal Student Aid in the Department, can help determine an employee’s
PSM in using WEIMS. Employers should understand the WEIMS motivational factors of their
employees to obtain the best return on investment from workers, especially when multiple
generations within the agency have differing PSM values. The present study proposes using a
WEIMS survey tool to understand the generational work PSM differences in public servants
within Federal Student Aid. This method can better align innovative training practices for the
Department and hire better talent to lead the agency as generations retire; within the Department
of Education as the agency continues its mission deep into the 21st century. PSM values of each
public servant differ in every federal agency because no two people are exactly alike in their line
of thinking or experiences. Using such a measure should improve the connectivity among
generations within the Department, thereby reinforce training that will lead to a stronger agency.
Understanding Generational Differences
Leaders may or may not be aware of the issues that may cause generational differences in
federal agencies. Regarding responsibility, public managers do not have enough power and
authority to get their jobs done in addition to following a large set of rules and procedures when
compared to the counterparts in the private sector (Boyne, 2002; Gore, 1993). If public managers
are given more responsibility without improving these conditions (e.g., giving more power and
authority to public managers), they would not be successfully motivated. In addition, unlike in
the private sector, if more financial rewards are not guaranteed to public managers who take
more responsibility, increased responsibility would not motivate public managers, as noted by
Hur, Y. (2017). In most cases, conflicts in the workplace are attributed to maturity; however,
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generational differences among Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials are the source of
disputes in this capstone. Each generational cohort has a different working standard, from
communication protocol to frequency of feedback, and preferred style of governance (Leisink et
al., 2018). An occurrence of generational differences in the federal government is not
uncommon. Each generation has a distinct view of the work ethics of the federal government.
For instance, older generations, such as Baby Boomers and the Silent Generation, often
demonstrate loyalty to government institutions (Walton, 2017). In contrast, younger generations,
such as the Millennials, exhibit technical knowledge as well as the ability to train others. Overall,
in scope, leaders, and workers alike in the Department play a critical role in operational culture
and perspectives on generational differences.
Without prerequisites of motivated, vigilant, and enthusiastic employee types to improve
the ability of the overall agency, management cannot directly control these variables in types of
servants needed. The question then arises, “How can the Department improve its ability to attract
talented, enthusiastic, self-motivated and qualified members?” The importance of this critical
question is such that many of the federal human capital management leaders and team builders
cope with the satisfactory answer—a Millennial may be an essential factor in this inquiry, as
evidenced by the fact that Millennials make up roughly 20% of the federal workforce (Acendre,
2019). Yet, workforce diversity should be recognized as the game-changing factor in the
outcome of any agency’s output, and therefore, potential shifts in the organization should be
ensured by the Department to minimize talent loss, and any sort of misfortune (e.g., a complete
migration to electronic software, elimination of paper operations, employee engagement).
Research on generational differences involves various aspects, such as employment
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expectations, work ethics, working styles, and values. A massive study conducted by the Hay
Group (Schwantes, 2017) analyzed data from over five million employees across the world and
concluded that generational differences are more likely to reflect the stage of development of
employees due to life experiences, as opposed to defined by generation alone. As indicated in
multiple studies conducted by the National Institute of Health (2006), there are numerous
stereotypes of multiple generations, which have been explained and clarified by researchers
referencing stereotypes. For example, Millennials have a weaker work ethic when compared to
older generations, as detailed from a past survey that labeled the group “Generation Me”
(Twenge, 2016).
Undoubtedly, groundbreaking changes are expected in the federal workforce. Under
Barack Obama’s 2nd term as President (2012) his administration submitted a 2015 fiscal budget
to Congress that contained specific reference to ideas under the heading “People and Culture:
Unlock the Potential of the Federal Workforce and Build the Workforce We need for tomorrow”
(Partnership for Public Service, 2014a). The administration committed to taking actions to:
• Enable agencies to hire the best talent from all segments of society
• Build a world-class federal management team starting with the Senior Executive Service
• Create a culture of excellence and engagement
The government, at the time, realized the significance and importance of bringing in new talent.
Some challenges to this initiative were limited flexibility in salary and recognition of an entire
generation eligible to retire, as well as minimal starting salaries offered to Millennials. Research
performed in 2013, exploring job motivation, work environment, and satisfaction were key in
linkage for employees and the concept of self-actualization in the workforce environment
(Elnaga, 2013). Many employees wish to get back to their daily work of proficiency so that they
are recognized by their hard work, talents, and areas of expertise as they aid their agency in
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achieving their goals. Another obstacle federal agencies face is the potential of a federal
government shutdown, and this action can create anxiety and highlight how politics at times can
infringe on self-actualization during this time as well. Additionally, a large percentage of the
current workforce of human capital leaders is expected to retire.
Early in the 20th century, the public sector had far less generational diversity due to the
large shift of immigration, tilting the country’s ethnic balance (Riche, 2000). However, in the
21st century, it is challenging for a leader in understanding the competing generational dynamics
of Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials in the federal workforce. The members of these
three generations have different goals and beliefs, which necessitate the need to understand
multiple generations in managing the U. S. workforce. Fundamentally, leaders should be aware
of influences that affect workers, such as generation-based opinions and views. Since each
cohort has specific attributes, the management team should utilize styles that adapt to the
motivations of each group (Arrington & Dwyer 2018). A clear example would be for leadership
to tally the generational make-ups within each unit and create an employee survey that
encourages feedback from workers. This survey would only be used to identify trends/gaps in
real-time of areas of employee needs within each unit. The likes of a bi-annual/quarterly
employee engagement survey released by the agency tailored to capture feedback could prove
useful. Ogrysko (2018a) showed how employee engagement surveys gained a larger scope of its
employees to take the surveys and build on the result trends; this applicability could assist the
Department’s endeavors. Currently, Federal Student Aid involves a multigenerational character,
technological change, and fluctuating workforce. Generational differences in the workplace
influence productivity, team building, recruitment, and effecting change. Workers communicate
using generational backgrounds, and each generational cohort has distinct habits, attitudes,
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expectations, and behaviors. The federal workforce includes the Millennials, who constitute
11%, Generation X at 39%, and Baby Boomers, who represent 49% (Arrington & Dwyer 2018).
Researchers have examined these differences and found numerous assumptions regarding
the values and motivations of different generations. The U.S. Department of Labor (2018) asserts
that Millennials will constitute 42% of the US workforce by 2020, while Baby Boomers will
decline by 68% in the same year. Media reports also reveal generational differences are calling
Generation X as preoccupied with technology while portraying Baby Boomers as individual’s
incapable of utilizing technology (Wailand, 2015). However, different feelings of financial
security exist between generations. Millennials are less optimistic about the future due to less
income and unemployment, whereas Baby Boomers delay their retirement due to lower returns
and job losses (Wailand, 2015). Interests vastly differ for Millennials in that more concern tilts
towards career happiness versus longevity, as Generation X would gravitate towards career
sustainability. Yet, with future retirements on the rise with Baby Boomers, better succession
planning needs to be in place to curtail the effect of this generational cohort’s exodus from
Federal Student Aid.
Motivation Theories
Foundational communication theory rings true with how the communication cycle has
evolved between the generations in the workforce in general. Specifically, for this capstone, the
identified parties remain Baby Boomers, Generation X, and the Millennials within Federal
Student Aid. Argyle & Trower (1972) coined the theory cycle of communication that involves
six stages in sending, receiving, and decoding messages between individuals and groups. The
stages within this theory can explain why some generations are receptive to feedback, while
others may be more dismissive. Messages sent by managers may be received, decoded and
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understood differently contingent upon how a person’s past life experiences have molded her/his
views on communication interpretation in this environment from superior to subordinate or vice
versa, and most importantly, how one interprets this cycle of communication.
Job satisfaction is how people feel about their jobs and different aspects of their job. This
factor is relative to public servants who openly identify with altruism. The Herzberg (1968) twofactor theory of job satisfaction and motivation does postulate how job satisfaction is affected by
the presence or absence of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Such factors would showcase
differences in people that come from competing generations subjected to different experiences in
life. Herzberg postulates that there are two factors that affect job satisfaction:
•
•

Hygiene factors
Motivation

Hygiene factors, if lacking in a bureaucratic environment, can lead to public servant job
dissatisfaction within Federal Student Aid. The role of hygiene factors is to simply prevent
discontent of the employees. The noted factors do not lead to higher levels of motivation, but
without them, there is dissatisfaction within the organizational culture. Some examples of
hygiene factors are organizational policy, interpersonal relations with external/internal
audiences, job conditions, career stability, supervision, and healthy pension options. Although
motivation factors can encourage employees to work hard and enjoy their jobs, there is an
incentive involved whether intangible or tangible is individually based. These factors involve
what public servants actually do on the job and should be engineered into the job’s employees do
to develop intrinsic motivation within the workforce (Herzberg, 1976, 1984). Some noted
motivators are personal growth, passion for the job, social responsibility, opportunity for
advancement, respect, recognition, and the feeling of achievement (Daft, 2003).
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Hackman and Oldham (1976, 1980) expand on Herzberg’s theory with a theory of job
characteristics. Hackman & Oldham identified five core job characteristics that lead to outcomes
of job satisfaction. These job characteristics model (JCM) assesses employees’ accomplished
purposefulness of work, competent liability for work outcomes, and details concerning the
results of work undertakings. The expertise of an employee from his/her job is indicated in how
well s/he will perform on his/her job in the future (Liu, & Norcio, 2009). The five core job
characteristics are adeptness feedback, autonomy, task significance, task identity, and variety.
These core job characteristics play a significant role in one’s assessment of public service
motivation (PSM) within Federal Student Aid to identify WEIMS principles that can translate to
making the organization better for Generation Z and beyond. Table 2.1 below highlights the
Hackman and Oldham’s Job Characteristics Model.
Table 2.1 Hackman and Oldham’s Job Characteristics Model
• Job feedback is the extent to which accomplishing the work undertakings demanded by the
job supplies the person with direction and comprehensible information concerning the
effectiveness of his/her operation.
• Task significance is the extent to which the job has a considerable effect on the existence of
other individuals, whether they are in the immediate organization or in the external setting.
• Task identity is the extent to which a job demands fulfillment of a “whole” and discernible
piece of work.
• Autonomy is the extent to which the job furnishes durable freedom, autonomy, and
discretion to the person in organizing the performance and in establishing the procedures to
be employed in doing it.
• Skill variety is the extent to which a job necessitates a diversity of undertakings and entails
the employment of several distinct skills and talents of the worker.
Ryan and Deci (2000) developed the self-determination theory (SDT). This theory
proposes intrinsic, extrinsic, and amotivation motivations align with the self-determination
continuum. Amotivation lacks self-determination, while intrinsic motivation is characterized by
self-determination. Extrinsic motivation lies between intrinsic and amotivation, because it be
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split into four regulations, namely, integrated, identified, introjected, and external regulations
(Posch et al., 2019). External regulation is the most common type of extrinsic motivation since it
involves engaging in an activity to avoid punishment or to gain rewards. The differences
between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation resulted in the ideology that motives are correlated
with self-determined actions. Extrinsic motivation is the behavior influenced by external factors
such as fame, money, praise, and grades. By contrast, intrinsic motivation arises from within an
individual. It is influenced by internal rewards—for example, when someone pursues a particular
activity for enjoyment.
SDT focuses on the nature of motivation and its assumption is that people integrate their
psychic elements integrate their psychic elements into social structures (i.e., the workplace). SDT
is often associated with motivational research often within the parameters of extrinsic and
intrinsic factors. Deci et al. (2017) stated that humans naturally are influenced by the socialcontextual elements of their environment, the scope of these environments’ relatedness,
autonomy, and competence. Consequently, people become susceptible to environmental and
social conditions, which are capable of disrupting or supporting their propensities. Research on
extrinsic and intrinsic motivation led to the evolvement of self-determination theory, which
included other domains of life, such as work in organizations (Deci et al., 2017). The selfdetermination theory focuses on activities that please people; these activities can affect a
person’s motivation, whether the determination is Self/Non-self-related. The theory emphasizes
the benefits of acting out of internal instead of external drives. Therefore, people cannot indulge
in activities that are not pleasing or interesting, such as work, unless there is an extrinsic
motivation for doing them. SDT describes the critical impact of the gregarious and cultural
context in either facilitating or thwarting people’s rudimentary psychological needs, perceiving
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their sense of salubrity, self-direction, and performance on the job (Legault, 2017). Motivations
may be more internal or more external, depending on the circumstances.
The theory identifies three specific needs, which are considered universal and applicable
throughout the lifespan, which are:
• Autonomy
• Competence
• Relatedness
The table below shows stages of Amotivation, Extrinsic Motivation, and Extrinsic motivation
Continuum.
Table 2.2
•

A Self-Determination Theory (SDT) Framework: Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation
Continuum Ryan, Deci (2000).

Amotivation

Extrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic Motivation

NonRegulation

External
Regulation

Introjected
Regulation

Identified
Regulation

Integrated
Regulation

Intrinsic Regulation

Impersonal

External

Somewhat
external

Somewhat
Internal

Internal

Internal

No Intention
Incompetence
Lack of
control

Compliance
External
rewards or
punishments

Egoinvolvement
Approval
from others

Valuing an
activity
Endorsement
of goals

Congruence
Synthesis
with self

Interest
Enjoyment
Inherent satisfaction

Multi-generational diversity in government
The Department will experience changes as the number of Baby Boomers and older
workers decline in the future. As a result, the Department will be obliged to develop plans to
include younger generations, as these older generations begin to think about retirement plans.
Generational differences are unavoidable not only in the workplace environment but also in
modern society. As mentioned earlier, these three generations behave uniquely due to their
experiences in society. The leaders in the workplace environment should seek to understand the
attributes of each generation to promote coherence at work. Factors associated with generational
differences can be complex and overlapping, such as life cycle effects, period effects, and cohort
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effects (Pew Research Center, 2015). Failure to understand and appreciate generational
differences can result in lower productivity and underperformance, not only in the federal
government, as in the case of the Department, but also in private entities. When a life cycle effect
is at play, differences between younger and older people are largely due to their respective
positions in the life cycle.
Period effects are seen when events and circumstances (for instance, wars, social
movements, economic booms or busts, scientific or technological breakthroughs), as well as
broader social forces (such as the growing visibility of LGBTQ+ persons in society),
simultaneously impact everyone, regardless of age. Period effects are typically thought to have
lasting effects on an entire population (Pew Research Center, 2015). Lastly, differences between
generations can be the byproduct of the unique historical circumstances that members of an age
cohort experience, particularly during a time when they are in the process of forming opinions
(Pew Research Center, 2015). Furthermore, it can cause intergenerational and workplace
conflicts. Therefore, the generational differences of Baby Boomers, Generation X, and
Millennials should be fostered to promote a competent workforce in the Department.
Public sector employers are challenged by the changing landscape of a diverse workforce
and an evolving employment environment. Research studies have analyzed the relationship
between generational cohort and public service motivation (Hamidullah, 2012). Drawing upon
PSM theory and social generation frameworks, research studies by Sloan Center on Age aging &
work (2007-2008) highlighted that the level of PSM among Millennials is much different than
Baby Boomers and Generation X. Millennial PSM is strongly related to the job outcomes of
organizational commitment and job satisfaction. One key aspect for Federal Student Aid is its
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ability to celebrate diversity and how that diversity is key to contributing to the overall goal of
the agency’s mission statement of “Funding America's future one student at a time.”
Results from a 2010 survey of state government agency employees indicated that
Millennial public servant workers are less likely than older generation workers to have high
levels of PSM (Johnson & Ng, 2015). Results also revealed Millennials form inflated
expectations on pay and advancements and expect to be promoted within the first 15 months on
their first job (Johnson et al., 2015). This statistic alone can relate to why Millennials PSM levels
become lower after hired within mid-sized federal agencies such as Federal Student Aid. Table
2.3 provides an outline of the caliber of motivation by generations, utilizing a particular life
qualifying event to illustrate:
Table 2.3
Generational differences for Life Qualifying Events
Professional Training
Baby Boomers and Generation X did not have many ways to get professional pieces of training,
but Millennials have many ways to learn skills.
College Degrees
The ratio of obtaining a college degree was quite low among Baby Boomers and Generation X,
but it is significantly higher among Millennials.
Starting a Job
Baby Boomers and Generation X were used to accept job offers even if they did not like that
work in the first place.
Millennials, on the other hand, more often go for a profession they are personally interested in.
Quitting a Job
Mass media outlets often label millennials as “entitled” and describe them as more likely to
leave jobs than past generations.
Generation X and Baby Boomers were used to working for an employer for a long time.
This research was conducted in 1963, 1980, 1998, and 2014 about marriage rates by generation
validates the idea of how life qualifying events affect generations differently in Figure 2.1. This
bar shows the marriage rates between 18 and 33 years old for each respective generation when
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their era of marriage prime age occurred in time. (Pew Research Center, 2015). Statistically
speaking, the larger percentiles of marriages occurred in the generations of Silent and Baby
Boomers. The smallest percentile of marriages occurred during the youngest of the generations of
X and Millennials.
Figure 2.1 Marriage Rates by Generation Percentage (Pew Research Center, 2015)

Marriage Rates by Generation
% ever married in 2014

% married when they were 18-33
Silents

64

Boomers

49

Gen Xers
Millennials

38
28

Silents

96

Boomers

90

Gen Xers
Millennials

81
32

Ages shown are as of 2014. Members of the Silent generation were 69 to 86 in 2014. Since the
Current Population Survey aggregates those ages 85 and older into one category, results for 69 to
84-year-olds are shown.

Three Generations in the federal government
Research shows each generation has a different set of systematic work values (Pew
Research Center, 2015). Public service is not high on large compensation in relation to the
private sector. Yet, there are facets of public service that grant high psychological compensation
and self-fulfillment in helping others that allow people to want to work in government. The three
generations have some form of this characteristic in them in why they want to work in the realm
of government. Nonetheless, each generation has a unique blueprint (internally) in working
within a bureaucratic environment and denoting motivations that allow them to function in this
atmosphere. Drastic changes (combining job functions and teams) have occurred and are still
happening in the federal workforce with respect to different generations. A conclusion can be
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made that as new generations are introduced into public service, motivations to work in the
Federal Student Aid will shift contingent upon the strengths of the society.
Public Servant work motivations differ thru generations
It is always difficult to manage the public sector as compared to the rest of the business
world. The system and environment of government organizations make it difficult for managers
to succeed at their optimum level. Most of the managers in the public sector need to be highly
focused on their work if they want to succeed in government agencies. Collaborative efforts
across organizational boundaries with employees having different PSM and reared in different
generations makes the scope of serving citizens and achieving goals in an ever-changing work
environment a challenge. This is due to technology dependency becoming a balancing act for
leaders in how to bring in the best talent and getting employees to work in harmony in a
bureaucratic environment. To be highly focused and engaged, managers must know the factors
that will increase the engagement level of government employees in public development. The
following are some important factors that government employees are facing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevalent negative images about government employees.
No authentic way to measure achievement and success.
An older workforce is not keeping up with changes in technology in the workplace.
Strong old Civil Service employee rule with complete employee protection.
Restriction on the use of financial incentives.
The overwhelming influence of employee unions.
Public welfare in the eye of the government.

These are some of the motivational perspectives for public servants that come from different
generations in government.
Yet, the inclusion of Baby Boomers and Millennials is vital to fill the talent gap and
ultimately lead to success within the Department. This inclusion can be achieved by the
collective efforts of talent management systems, along with human capital leaders and a
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dedicated workforce having a mission that includes all generations. Even if retirees (Baby
Boomers) are not replaced on a one-to-one basis (for example, budget cuts may require agencies
to keep some positions vacant), the government must be positioned to attract new talent and
understand their needs.
Ralph Ryback M.D. (2016) from Psychology Today indicated value differences across
generations from past research of generation identities in the federal government. Baby Boomers
are perceived to have values such as delayed reward and conformity, as well as a duty before
pleasure. By contrast, the values of Generation X include personal growth, health and wellness,
team orientation, and personal gratification (Wailand, 2015). These characteristics are important
factors in identifying and measuring public service motivation strength in federal employees, as
this study discusses.
Motivating public sector employees and noting whether PSM matters was pertinent to
whether the organizational performance was affected (Giauque & Ritz, 2010). From a PSM
perspective, the motivation of public employees is oriented toward the realization of the values
and goals of public service because they are part of the identity of certain public employees, and
therefore determine and justify their behavior (Perry & Vandenabeele, 2008). In the literature,
PSM seems to be substituted for usual (non-domain characterized) work motivation measures,
even if its conceptual characteristics are closer to identification or a value-fit construct. That said,
PSM, as an independent variable, is of interest because of its hypothesized desirable outcomes. It
has consistently been reported that PSM is a factor of job satisfaction, as stated before,
organizational citizenship behaviors (Kim, 2005; Pandey et al., 2008), organizational
commitment (i.e., Taylor, 2007; Taylor, 2008; Crewson, 1997), as well as whistle-blowing
(Brewer & Selden, 1998). On the other hand, some authors relate PSM to organizational (Kim,
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2005; Ritz, 2009) and individual (Leisink & Steijn, 2009; Alonso & Lewis, 2001) performance,
even though the empirical evidence for a positive relationship is very small (Brewer, 2008).
Conversely, the PSM-performance relationship seems to be mediated by job satisfaction and
organizational commitment (Vandenabeele, 2009).
Baby-Boomer Generation
The Baby Boomer generation is by far the most experienced of all generations in the
federal workforce at present. Baby Boomers are not afraid to put in a hard day’s work for a hard
day’s pay. For many of this generation, most of their self-worth comes directly from their
professional achievements. They acknowledge that success comes from dedicating a great deal
of time and effort into their careers, which also means that they may find it difficult to find the
perfect home-work balance. A strong work ethic is a pillar for this generation that was not as
self-reliant on technology, as is the case in present society (Flecker & Hofbauer, 1998). Baby
Boomers took on their share of responsibilities to fulfill needed roles within society that helped
the American economy stabilize after World War II. Baby Boomers are self-assured because
they were raised during turbulent times in history. This self-assurance gives them a sense of
independence to accomplish their jobs in the workforce (Ryback, 2016). This mindset also leads
to their being goal-centric, setting goals, and achieving them over time.
Boomers also have a sense of entitlement concerning expectations and quality of life as
provided loyalty in the workplace, may translate into longevity and ascending responsibility.
Family and friends influenced the beliefs of the Boomer generation, as they grew up witnessing
the destruction of the family setup due to the emergence of divorce cases (Wailand, 2015).
During this generation’s formative years, it witnessed numerous events that affected its respect
for authority. Such events included civil rights riots and the Vietnam War, as well as violence
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against leaders such as John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King in the 1960s (Wailand, 2015).
As a result, the Baby Boomer generation lost faith in the rule of law. Despite facing difficulties,
Baby Boomers persist in fulfilling their responsibilities in society; however, even though they
adhere to work ethics, they also question authority, especially when they do not agree with the
status quo (Wailand, 2015).
When at work, Baby Boomers are extremely work-oriented and stay mentally focused.
Given the limited resources available to this generation, they became resourceful in getting by
with what they had, utilizing the tools at hand to the fullest extent to complete tasks without
question. Baby Boomers believe in the principle of continuity in employment, often retiring from
the same company that hired them 30 years previously. Loyalty is paramount to this generation.
Authors Loretto & Kane (2015) characterized Boomers as being extremely hard workers and
very committed to their personal and professional goals. The biggest intangible characteristic
that makes Baby Boomers stand out is the level of discipline they maintain. Discipline and
structure were mundanely incorporated throughout the households of their time, which carried
over into the workforce.
Baby Boomers make up the largest percentage of leaders in government and corporate
executives (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). They are acknowledged for influencing the
corporate culture with flexible schedules and lead healthy lifestyles (Leisink & Knies, 2018). In
the federal workforce, Baby Boomers show deference based on a worker’s position in the
hierarchy, whereas Generation X and Millennials give respect to workers who are seen as
deserving, regardless of their place in the organization. As a result, younger generations are less
concerned with the chain of command in the federal government. An individual’s work ethics
influence the values and motivations of younger generations more as opposed to the position one
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holds in the organization. By contrast, Baby Boomers respect work policies, including
individuals holding higher positions in the federal government. Boomers’ ideology differs from
Generation X and Millennials because of how they were brought up. Therefore, the Baby
Boomer generation grew up respecting the social set-up, including the chain of command in the
workplace.
Political climates, family dynamics, and historical happenings have influenced the world
views of each generation, including their work priorities, management preferences, and
communication styles. Pew Research Center findings show there are approximately 40 million
Baby Boomers in the U.S. workforce (Pew Research Center, 2019). Even though the oldest Baby
Boomers are nearing retirement, they contribute to 25% of the American workforce (Fry, 2018).
Baby Boomers are associated with the “live to work” reputation. Consequently, they have
attained high ranking positions in the workforce due to their dedication and hard work. Baby
Boomers have defined their generation through long working hours and professional
accomplishments. The ability to withstand economic fluctuation and the desire to innovate has
demonstrated the success of Baby Boomers in the federal workforce.
Baby Boomers also view the workplace differently. For instance, the concept of working
from home is unknown to them. By contrast, generations succeeding Baby Boomers believe
work can be carried out in other environments. Although the Baby Boomer generation has a
strong work ethic, it does not view work as a privilege. Instead, wealth, prestige, and rank
motivate members of the Boomers generation. In the workplace, Baby Boomers are perceived as
relationship-builders and prefer face-to-face communication with other workers (Steele, 2018).
The Executive Development Report of 2016 shows the Baby Boomer generation retires
as many as 10,000 per day (Steele, 2018). Therefore, the federal government and private
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companies not only have to replace a retiring Boomer generation but must also develop plans to
transfer their knowledge to the younger workforce. Nevertheless, three out of five Baby Boomers
delay retirement (Trans America Center, 2018). In the federal workforce, Baby Boomers prefer
group discussions rather than individual meeting arrangements. Moreover, Baby Boomers focus
on the mission of federal institutions. They also enjoy sharing responsibilities as well as learning
new tasks (Arrington & Dwyer, 2018). Gallup, an advisory company, asserts 10% of Boomers
predict they will never retire from employment (Steele, 2018). The delay of retirement of Baby
Boomers is attributed to a loss of retirement savings, layoffs, and cutbacks (Arrington & Dwyer,
2018). Therefore, the Baby Boomers cohort constitutes the majority in the federal government as
a result of working beyond retirement eligibility years.
To combat the loss of a vital part of the workforce, federal agencies should provide
flexibility to Baby Boomers in order to retain them. A survey conducted by U.S. labor shows
87% of Baby Boomers want more flexibility in the workplace (Department of Labor, 2017).
Numerous companies have started flexible phased retirement options to incentivize the Boomer
generation to stay longer in the workforce. In 2016, Senators questioned the impact on federal
agencies due to the delayed retirement of Baby Boomers (Holland, 2018). In 2012, Congress and
President Obama enacted a phased retirement program, which allows public servants to receive
compensation for working part-time. The program enables older workers to train their juniors as
replacements to reduce skill gaps.
In concluding the era of Baby Boomers, it is equally important to note that federal
agencies ensure that this audience does not lose the characteristics that make them great in
reference to discipline, amongst others. Nevertheless, the culture environment of Federal Student
Aid is changing due to technology, and senior leaders in this capacity must embrace the changes
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that come with it and learn the technology, versus reliance on the younger generations. Leaders
still must lead and recognize their own limitations, while at a minimum attempting to be a part of
new developing training measures. Identifying public servants’ needs through a WEIMS scale
can help mold the training platforms government agencies will use in the future.
Generation X
Generation X was born in an era where two-income families existed, and women were
entering the workforce in droves. This generation has been termed the “sandwich generation”
due to economic instability, ambivalence, insecurity, and perceptions of inferiority experienced
at its onset (Wailand, 2015). As a result, individuals from this generation tend to be more
independent, self-sufficient, and resourceful. Additionally, Generation X is more economically
conservative, as its members witnessed their parents dealing with inflation, layoffs, and
unemployment. Generation X is credited with success during the 1st Persian Gulf War in the
early 1990s, staying true to patriotism for the times.
In the workplace, the main pet peeve for Generation X is micromanagement in
compartmentalizing every facet of individual work actions. Generation X embraces the term
“hands-off” as an ideal management philosophy (Kane, 2019a). Individuals of this generation
also grew up with the birth of technology (i.e., computers, cell phones, DVD players). They are
accustomed to working in a more technology-based environment since technological
advancements have dominated both their childhood and adulthood (Wailand, 2015).
Furthermore, Generation X workers are highly capable of multitasking and are comfortable
leveraging technology in the workplace environment (Neal & Wellins 2018). Moreover,
members of this generation have an essential role in leadership and are primed to assume top
executive positions. The Generation X group is loyal to their superiors and delivers results.
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Despite focusing on achieving results, though, this generation demands a work-life
balance. Unlike preceding generations, Generation X does not rely on institutions for long-term
security (Hayes, 2013). Generation X’s work values and needs view employment stability as a
means for career ascension to a better organization. Yet, this generation is money-conscious and
views educational opportunities as a means to an end. The Platinum Rule of Generation X is to,
“Do unto others, as they wish to be done unto” (Kupperschmidt, 1998). This generation has
informal communication patterns, and they seek feedback from their superiors to gauge their
performance. As a result, members of Generation X are not afraid to inquire from people higher
in the command chain and sometimes doubt the hierarchy of organizational structures (Arrington
& Dwyer, 2018).
Generation X individuals value fun, techno-literacy, self-reliance, and diversity. They
have a mentoring spirit and refute behaviors such as laziness and disloyalty; however, members
of Generation X are unwilling to work hard to sacrifice for their families (Arrington & Dwyer,
2018). This generation is also less likely to commit to a single employer as the economy dictates
most of the uncertainty for stability. Generation X members do not want to invest themselves as
wholeheartedly as their parents did to an employer and lose themselves in the process, especially
as employers seek to cut operational costs by sending jobs overseas to combat the rising costs of
goods and domestic labor. These cuts occurred exponentially at the start of the dot com era from
1995-2001, the prime of this generations’ working life. Generation X prefers to be recognized
based on merit and not tenure.
Pew Research Center findings show that Generation X contribute to 53% of the U.S.
economy, and 33% of the entire workforce (Pew Research Center, 2018). This generation
focuses on a strong work-life balance. They grew up and entered the American workforce during
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periods of economic insecurity, which has enabled the members of Generation X to develop an
excellent approach to business (Steele, 2018). They not only approach the work environment
differently but also explore where they want to work. Generation X is motivated by
environments that enable them to work in productive ways. Due to their entrepreneurial
motivations, approximately 55% of startup companies are founded by members of Generation X
(Steele, 2018). Generation X prefers to be recognized based on merit and not tenure.
Additionally, members of Generation X prefer to work in isolation and are cautious with
senior leaders in the workforce. They are renowned for being adaptable, flexible, and resilient.
Currently, most Generation X servants in the federal workforce hold mid-level positions such as
senior associates and junior partners. The desire for balance is essential to attract or retain
members of this generation, and this balance can be attained through job sharing and flexible
work schedules. Generation X employees are an organization’s greatest asset as they are the
bridge connector to understanding the history and traditionalism of Baby Boomers (their parents’
generation) and know how to engage with a more technologically savvy generation after them
(Millennials).
In conclusion, Generation X public servants are due to become senior leaders within the
next decade (Gurwitt, 2013). Getting federal agencies to understand how important employee
relations are to achieve service goals is an action that Generation X can be uniquely qualified to
do as they can relate to Baby Boomers and Millennials. Put another way, employee development
training for federal agencies should rely on Generation X to start the conversation about looking
closer at PSM in workers, and what agency needs are as they are the intersecting line between
the parallel generations who are polar opposites. Generation X has the work experience, and
knowledge to institute training programs that allow for innovative techniques to reach employees
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regardless of PSM exhibited. Finally, constructive feedback and one-on-one contact can mitigate
their skepticism (Steele, 2018).
Millennials
The Millennial generational cohort aspires to effect immediate change in the federal
government. Since the Millennial generation is accustomed to change, they take risks, unlike
older generations. Their positive impact obliges the top executives to challenge other
generations, especially concerning the attainment of objectives in the federal government
(Arrington & Dwyer, 2018). Millennials are the first individuals to grow up in the digital age.
Millennials' values include sociability, achievement, optimism, and civic duty. They are also the
newest employees in the federal government and have expectations of flexible schedules and
high wages. Millennials are optimistic about the future and prefer teamwork; however, members
of this generation tend to question rules and policies. Individuals from this generation are
classified as the “Me” Generation. Like Generation X, the Millennial generation embraces
technology, but they lead other generations in the use of technology.
A research study conducted by Pew Research Center showed 93% of Millennials between
23 years and 38 years old owned smartphones, compared to 68% of the Boomers generation and
90% of Generation X (Pew Research Center, 2018). Similarly, 86% of Millennials use social
media platforms, compared to smaller percentages of preceding generations (Vogels, 2019).
Millennials’ knowledge and leverage of technology allow them to be connected to work outlets
in ways that were not thought of in the Baby Boomer and Generation X eras. Millennials are
flexible to change and seek new employment opportunities, especially when they are unsatisfied
with their current employment. During retirement in federal agencies, the work motivations of
the next generation of workers is a critical concern for most human resource professionals. A
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comparison between Millennials and preceding generations showed that Millennials were more
likely to leave their jobs. Unlike other generations, Millennials do not pay significant attention to
work attributes (Ertas, 2015).
Millennials believe the federal workforce does not understand their ideologies. Yet,
Millennials consider their generation as not too distinct when compared to other generations. For
instance, a survey conducted by a news agency showed most Millennials below the age of 35
years would prefer to remain in the federal government if they have the opportunity to develop
their skills and careers (Federal News Network, 2016). They also have a passion for public
service (Ogrysko, 2016). Yet, numerous federal agencies, including the federal personnel system,
do not support the next generation of workers in government. One reason for this lack of support
could be the perception of Millennials as overly narcissistic.
Research presented at the 2016 annual meeting of the Society for Personality and Social
Psychology (SPSP) in San Diego, found that Millennials do believe that they are more
narcissistic than previous generations, but they do not like it (Livescience, 2016), as in the
perception. Interestingly, this uptick in narcissism is only very slight when compared with other
generations. This self-centered life approach may be due to the rise of individualism in society.
Millennials like to communicate through email, text messaging, and whatever new social media
platform (i.e., Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Snap Chat) friends and colleagues are using. This
generation cannot imagine a world without the internet, cell phones, or a podcast. Individuals
born into this generation have high expectations of their employers and believe that they should
not have to work as hard because of the multi-faceted use of technology that makes doing a job
simpler (through a millennial’s perspective). Unlike previous generations, attention must be
given to Millennials in a fashion that builds on guidance and constructive feedback. This
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approach is necessary because Millennials are not loyal to the organization for which they work
(Kane, 2019b). If job fulfillment is not automatic, they have a higher chance of leaving the
organization.
Fluency in technology defines the Millennial generation, as the internet has allowed its
members to solve problems, communicate, relate to others, and search for information since its
onset. Because Millennials have grown up in a technological world, they not only experience
change faster and more frequently, but they also facilitate the change process. Supposing
Millennials do not know how to accomplish a particular task in the workplace; they utilize
technology to learn how. Unlike other generations, Millennials expect information to be
available to them; thus, they do not believe in the ideology of concealing information.
Millennials are a diverse generation, and thus prefer meaningful work (Steele, 2018).
They believe in making an impact on the organization they work for. They prefer leaders who
are collaborative, achievement-oriented, and positive. Even though Millennials are stereotyped
as smartphone addicts, most of them prefer face-to-face contacts in the workplace. Furthermore,
Millennials associate better with employers who value their work as this group desires to be
model change agents. Millennials are also known to the world because they grew up with the
birth of the internet. Modern smartphones and computers are the main sources of connectivity
around the world. The Millennials generation is well informed about the use of modern
technology. Millennials are a technologically advanced generation, having a perception towards
life where technology is a mundane interface since birth it is a normal part of life since this
generation was in diapers. This group of new public servants are a global thinking group that
believes in the change is constant and are better at adapting to changes than other generations
(Freund, 2016).
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In recent years, though, the federal government has been cautious about retaining
Millennial workers. In 2014, the Washington Post revealed the federal government was losing its
appeal due to the low percentage of Millennials in its workforce (Rein, 2014). At the time,
Millennials were frustrated since the government preferred to reward Baby Boomers for their
longevity over performance-based qualifications. Universum in 2014, a private research firm,
revealed that interest in working in the federal government had decreased from 2010 to 2014
(Holland, 2018).
To retain Millennials, the federal government should offer remote working conditions as
well as flexible working schedules. Moreover, engagement is vital for retaining Millennials due
to the dynamic job economy. For instance, 41% of Millennials are not likely to stay in their
current employment after two years, compared to 10% (Baby Boomers) and 17% (Generation
X). In addition to engaging Millennials in their work, they may have loan debts, and attractive
remunerations could help to foster loyalty in federal institutions (Steele, 2018). The Millennial
generation will play an integral part in modernizing how development training will be carried out
within federal agencies.
Millennials are a more diverse generation in comparison to Generation X because they
believe in diversity and change. They are tech-savvy and well connected to the world via the
interconnectivity provided by the internet. They know that they are not alone in the age of
technology. Millennials have combined all the elements that are critical regarding a career in the
federal workforce. Millennials give importance to job satisfaction, a free working environment
with flexible timing, opportunity to grow, and diversified work for the community. These key
critical elements will improve the potential of all employees within federal services. All possible
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opportunities given to the Millennials with the mission to serve the community at all levels will
result in a better career within federal agencies.
Generational Co-Existence in Government
The three generations in Federal Student Aid have different ideologies in performing
work operations. Baby Boomers are seen as the leaders of the agencies/teams they manage due to
the amount of knowledge and experience they have accumulated over the years. The Baby
Boomer generation, as managers/supervisors/directors, prides itself on being good coordinators
and organizers. Baby Boomers embrace policies and formal rules that seek to sustain agency
goals, predictability, and efficiency in operations (Eaton, 2008). Understanding ourselves might
be particularly important in public organizations. Denhardt and Aristigueta (1996) suggested that
focusing on skill development dealing with cognition and behavior is a useful way of thinking
about the multiple aspects of self-awareness and knowledge. Largely these variables are usually
exerted differently in working patterns within Federal Student Aid.
Millennials are of the view that the desire to have flexibility is as important as a balance
between work and life. They also wish a job of their choice where they can perform the best of
their efforts while making a difference, among others. According to research, well over half of
college graduates and students say the main reason not to work for the federal government is
“too much bureaucracy” (Partnership for Public Service, 2004b). Generation X and Millennials
are much more determined in their jobs when they have challenging projects to complete while
having ownership of these projects. This variable explains the likelihood of individuals from
these generations not choosing a federal occupation because of stymied creativity to problem
solving without the inclusive template of red tape in the walls of bureaucracy. These generations
are firm believers that a small action can make a big difference—any action within an
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organization can go viral overnight and has the ability to affect society and impact mass
grassroots changes within the organizational climate of bureaucracy. Human capital leaders are
recruiting Generation X and Millennials in the federal workforce. These leaders have the
purview that by recruiting Generation X and Millennials, they can recruit the best employees for
the federal organizations. Millennials are believers of collective efforts, and they believe that
these collective efforts having national importance can make a huge difference.
According to a 2009 McKinsey survey, U.S. federal agencies are far behind when
compared to private sectors in terms of performance management, employee development, talent
management, and accountability (Chowdhury et al., 2018). Most government managers deviate
from the vision and mission of their organizations and lead at their own wishes, which does not
always translate to positive net results. Federal agencies, unlike private industry, are bound by
bureaucratic laws and procedures that stymies change, which leads to incremental results at best.
To foster better employee performance, there are significant issues that can be addressed to
provide feedback to these government managers. For instance, by introducing better connection
and motivational drive among the federal workforce, government leaders can have an
opportunity to perform at an optimal level (Lavigna, 2014). Soon after leaders adopt a
performance plan, an organization must stick with its goal and should provide an opportunity for
each employee to perform at their best levels. Department of Education leaders should be
encouraged to provide full talent management support to all the employees under the supervision
of strict accountability.
Each generation is like a triangle template. The overall goal is to ensure the triangles can
intersect together and create the apex of continuity within bureaucratic operations. In connection
to this capstone research, considering the needs of each generation and line of thinking patterns,
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how PSM is valued differently, the WEIMS principle would assist in identifying workers'
motivations. Incurring the utilization of technology and training to assist in the Departments’
goal to connect these variables and pass knowledge on to newer generations, would assist in
keeping the agency sustainable in its operations while maintaining the needed talent within the
government.
Extrinsic and Intrinsic factors for Public Servants
Every public servant, regardless of generation, seeks compensation to fulfill an extrinsic
need. Public Service Motivation (PSM) can be a fickle trait not easily traceable by looking
simply at a worker per se. PSM markers should be embedded within the bureaucratic culture that
can easily identify the person-organization fit through extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Some
people are motivated to make a lot of money, not too many rules with a laissez-faire culture that
is extrinsic based (Crewson, 1997). These individuals are more inclined to want to work for
private industry in that they do not possess that same level of public service motivation to serve.
These needs seemingly are based on the extrinsic factors of salary and prestige of the company.
Therefore, career satisfaction is highly correlated with intrinsic and extrinsic factors. As authors
Tansey & O’Riordan (1999) stated, “cultural theory is a way of interpreting the how and why
individuals form judgments about danger, pollution, and threat.” The application of cultural
theory suggests that the environment where work is performed will dictate the amount of risk
taken. As a chosen place of employment within Federal Student Aid, Baby Boomers, Generation
X, and Millennials have commonality for the need to work. However, each generation of
workers in the Department possesses different extrinsic, intrinsic working motivations in a job
application, and assessing risks in the workplace in general. Some extrinsic benefits provide
prestige to federal workers, as pay and titles constitute a proven factor in strong public service
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motivation. Material possessions (e.g., salary, awards) is a form of prestige that motivate humans
to work, is as old as the scientific study of work itself (Thorndike, 1911).
In examining the current mechanics within the Department of Education, not all
employees and their talents are created equally. Talented employees are noticeably more visible
in an agency as the leadership tends to build solid rapport-filled relationships with these
individuals. Every individual works to serve in the best interests of the public. Yet, at times,
some employees still leave the Department. If an employee retires, this does not hold weight in
reference to the topic for Baby Boomers as they are the only variant model who qualifies for
retirement. Looking closer at the specific generations in the Department and understanding the
differences in work extrinsic, intrinsic motivations between these generations will allow for
better recruiting and succession planning measures to all public servants who chose the field as a
career long term. These improvements will help to instill a cohesive bureaucratic environment
that engages employees regardless of generation.
In exploring this issue, one can only wonder if an agency is at fault in looking at
applicants as only a unit of labor, or if the responsibility lies within the leadership of the
organization. The perception of organizational fit for retaining keen talent in the federal
government must incorporate a different style of leadership than the traditionalist mindset. A
leader who can communicate more effectively to employees about changes in the workplace and
who is committed to improve upon retaining talent and exhibit through actions will likely keep
top talent. When managing personnel that comes from three different generations, understanding
their specific work motivations is key to an agency capitalizing effectively on their public service
motivational skills in the workforce to society. Thus, PSM has the capacity to fulfill higher-order
needs (Perry & Wise, 1990).
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PSM is not the only intrinsic motivator in the public sector and several strands of theories
of motivation state that relatedness or group affiliation is one of the basic needs of individuals
(Maslow 1954; Fairbairn & Jones 1954; Epstein 1994; Baumeister & Leary 1995). At least for
the public sector, the preference for intrinsic motivators might explain the (partial) failure of
performance-related pay reward schemes to enhance the motivational level of public servants
and the performance of public organizations (Weibel, Rost, & Osterloh 2010; OECD 2005;
Perry, Engbers, & Jun 2009). Public servants' PSM characteristics differ for generations from an
intrinsic standpoint.
Finally, as more generations come into the Department of Education, streamlining how
people are selected and enter into service will give the Millennials a leg up on how best to
connect with succeeding generations, which are completely dependent on technology for
workforce development and training. Kahn (2008) stated that “it is best for organizations,
identifying and nurture future leaders within an organization is key to be successful.” This
perspective is relevant for the public sector as well, in Federal Student Aid, to identify potential
leaders and develop them sooner in their careers than wait until leaders retire and not be
prepared. Proactive actions can eliminate reactive responses. Millennials crave flexibility and a
significant work-life balance (Acendre, 2019).
Computers have become commonplace in the work-setting, and how work is completed
constantly changes. In conclusion to this section, Millennials will be extremely paramount to
enhancing generational diversity in the Department as the way work is completed changes.
Millennials value job satisfaction, flexibility in their work environment, opportunity to
demonstrate leadership and growth, and a diverse, inclusive community which all ties into their
motivating principles as public servants. Federal Student Aid may want to put more emphasis on
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how work extrinsic and intrinsic motivational metrics play a role in how it affects people
differently in bureaucratic environments as Generation Z and those thereafter begin to enter
public service and take over from the preceding generations.
Work Extrinsic, Intrinsic, Motivational Scale (WEIMS)
The work extrinsic and intrinsic motivation scale (WEIMS) was developed to assess
extrinsic and intrinsic motivational differences. Therefore, some workers are passionate about
intrinsic motivation in their work, while external inducements motivate other workers.
Psychological research has focused more on intrinsic motivation than extrinsic motivation by
attempting to examine behaviors such as challenge-seeking and exploration. The WEIMS scale
is essential in determining workers who exhibit a non-self-determined profile or a selfdetermined profile in public service.
Work motivation is an essential aspect of today’s economy. Motivated workers represent
a competitive advantage in the work environment. Leaders in practice seem to assert that
employee motivation is fundamental in the performance of an organization. Empirical evidence,
through theories such as expectancy and equity theories, suggests motivated employees have
better organizational performance (Lee & Raschke, 2016). This research study proposes
identifying work motivations using WEIMS is essential in determining the optimum functioning
of workers. WEIMS can be integral in identifying strengths for people who desire to become
public servants. Findings indicate workers in the civil service exhibit less extrinsic motivation,
which means their motivation is not influenced by material possessions or more income.
Numerous motivational theories argue intrinsic motivation is crucial for increasing the
motivational levels of workers (Wallander, 2016). Looking at motivation within public servants
will show some variances, due to generational belief systems. However, it could further help
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explain the individual differences in why individual motivation reflects differently within each
generation.
Examining individual differences is essential for social and personal psychology.
Motivation orientation can change depending on the activity’s workers engage in. Even though
intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are a consequence of the social situation, they exist as
individual differences. Theoretical statements posit it is worthwhile to examine workers’
differences through motivational orientation. For example, the self-perception theory argues
numerous variables influence workers' job satisfaction, thus affecting the predictability of job
satisfaction on work behavior (Ziegler & Schlett, 2016). The WEIMS measures intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations in workers, which facilitates the identification of strengths and areas of
improvement. Thus, the WEIMS examines individuals’ extrinsic and intrinsic motivations,
including how they differ and helps in predicting motivation in the work environment.
In looking at past research by Tremblay et al., (2009), a WEIMS study concluded that
specific factors and relationships apply to organizational settings that people need to incur in a
setting that may be bureaucratic in nature. Their research looked at the work culture environment
and the differences between civilians and militarized personnel. There could be a continuum of
supporting information that tie-up PSM and work acculturation with generational differences that
could speak to the persuasiveness of an applier into whether they have the service mentality,
what is important to them, and if the applicant and organization will mesh well in fitting
harmoniously in the public sector. However, the focus for this capstone will specifically
highlight the PSM (work motivations) perspectives about public servants in Federal Student Aid,
a mid-sized agency.
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In determining if public service motivation is a factor for this study, this research seeks to
show concrete reasons why employees may identify with low PSM. This study also seeks to
gauge current employees in the Department to better understand the not-so-obvious elements
(self-interests) that a person may have exhibited but conflicted with the environment of serving
in the government. Additionally, this study adds the scope of multiple generations in this agency
with semi-aligned interests and different working motivations to achieve satisfaction and selffulfillment in the government. In the United States, applicants’ motivations for wanting to work
for the federal government vary. Two categories that stick out specifically are altruism and selfinterests. Self-displacement of the two factors is weighted differently within the main
generations working in the government. Yet, assessments of employee motivation need to be
practical, fast, flexible, and accessible through different means (Tremblay et al., 2009). Work
values are also important as they are relative to the behaviors exhibited in bureaucratic
environments. The focus on extrinsic and intrinsic values of the three generations of government
workers highlights job-satisfaction and productivity differently in the workforce, according to a
previous study (Mottaz, 1984). In respect to this topic, the obvious reasons why people choose to
work for the federal government are “good benefits (e.g., health, vacation, retirement), and to
make a difference in people’s lives as public servants” (Partnership for Public Service, 2004b).
The purpose of this capstone project is to identify the gaps in the literature that do not
connect PSM, and work motivation qualities in employees regardless of the generation in which
they were born. Utilization of WEIMS tools to identify trends in people that identify a certain
way in Federal Student Aid that assist in strengthening generational cohesiveness in a
bureaucratic environment. Too often in government, there is a disconnect in the culture work
environment where there is not a seamless passage of knowledge to the younger generations; a
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lack of learning of technology incorporated into the institution to streamline work processes; and
a generation who is modernized that they disregard how the legacy of operations flow in a
bureaucratic environment. The person-organization fit theory suggests that performance is
enhanced when employee’s values match the goals of the organization. Edward L. Deci (1975)
maintained that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are not additive. Considering the fact, the
Department of Education is a mid-sized agency, the WEIMS could prove a specific correlational
trend of data that identifies motivation valuation to specific factors within Federal Student Aid.
When looking at the root of motivation for federal employees, extrinsic and intrinsic
factors were gauged differently for the respective generation type. It was noted that extrinsic
rewards decrease intrinsic values because an individual’s feeling of personal causality makes
them a “pawn” to external rewards when engaged with a transactional type of leader. This effect
makes an individual in government less intrinsically motivated to perform well in a bureaucratic
environment or not work well with peers whose WEIMS are completely different in factoring the
difference in generational work values. Generations will pick according to what stands out most
in motivating factors. For this capstone, work values cannot be concretely finite in rating as there
is no way to objectively rate intangible variables that may weigh favorably more to a person who
identifies motivators intrinsically over extrinsic options. However, in utilizing WEIMS learning,
what motivates an employee will showcase the differences and similarities in intrinsic and
extrinsic factors along the way. In Federal Student Aid every employee has specific motivating
factors that are unique to the individual. These variant factors are not always ostensible to others
or the agency itself. The agency has its own mission and goals to accomplish. The personnel that
work within the organization have missions and goals themselves. Whether they align
accordingly is questionable, because needs vary person to person in what fulfills them and what
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factors motivate them. Table 2.4 below pinpoints the distinct motivation factors public servants
identify with for fulfillment in their official job capacities (tangible and intangible list):
Table 2.4 Extrinsic and Intrinsic validation Motivators - Kumar, J. & Herger, M. (2012)
Intrinsic Motivators

Extrinsic Motivators

Autonomy

Badges

Belonging

Competition

Curiosity

Fear of Failure/Punishment

Love

Gold Stars (Prestige)

Learning

Salary Mobility

Mastery
Meaning
Intangible Benefit(s)

Points
Rewards
Tangible Benefit(s)

Public Servant needs
Employers hire employees to provide public services and official obligations as well.
Like the private sector, employees of the public sector have certain duties to fulfill. The private
sector is much more active and efficient in job creation and employee development. Public
employees are different, and they are valued for the services they provide to the community, and
their work is often overlooked. Learning and training within the job are vital to individual and
agency success. Employee training is an essential part of the growth and development of the
organization. Personalized training is an approach with the aim of promoting employee strengths
and skills. Taking a further look into the moral assessment of current and future employees in
public service can assist in the argument that was for Kohlberg’s (1981) three stages of moral
development:
•
•
•

Preconventional stage
Conventional stage
Post conventional stage
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Using these different stages of moral development to conduct moral assessments of the
approaches to public service, will allow for the organization to identify individual needs that are
solely motivated by self-interests or the use of organizational power (Feldheim & Johnson,
2004).
Most young federal workers need personalized training as they are not well trained as
compared to the private sector. A personalized training program can strengthen the skills that
each employee needed to improve and bring the employee to the level compared to the private
sector. Training consists of specialized programs that help employees to enhance the knowledge
and skill which is required for current job scenarios. Designing special training programs for
government employees should be mandatory because this training can increase the efficiency
level of the employees. With the increase of technology immersion in government, innovative
concepts can be applicable in interacting with personnel. Through training and development, the
Department of Education can use management practices and can able employee' s suitable for
their respective jobs by use of the training circle below from the Office of Personnel
Management. Figure 2.2 identifies the five actions with a training circle that are distinct factors
public servants identify with for working in government OPM:
Figure 2.2 OPM Training circle for federal employees (2019)

Planning
Monitoring

Rewarding

Training Circle Federal
Employees
Rating

Developing
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Key factors to improve worker’s performance
Increasing the performance of government employees has long been discussed in
academic and professional settings. Meeting with employees is an assistive measure to focus on
performance standards. Looking at the tools in place within the organization will allow the
agency to see the scope of its effectiveness in approach to improvement. The connection of
employee-organizational fit is crucial to the operational sustainment of agency goals. When it
comes to motivating workers and increasing their performances, there is no single universal
method that works without reservation. However, employee surveys have been known to, at a
minimum, understand the mindset of employees in these unique work environments. Individual
worker performance can be a factor in assessing whether training, attitude towards work, and or
the work culture environment play a role in how a public servant approaches work. Motivation
plays a role in this matter, depending on PSM strength; this area can be affected if specific
tangible/intangible factors are not met within this environment. To motivate public sector
employees, experts have identified the following factors (bold print) that matter in Table 2.5 in
of what motivates public sector employees.
Table 2.5 Motivating public sector employee tangibles and intangibles – Re’em, Y. (2011)
The reward system by the administrator should be
relevant to employees. Rewards should be based on
behavior and performance. Rewards should be offered in
combination with annual appraisals. Criteria for offering
rewards should reflect organizational objectives. Pay for
performance criteria should be based on specific
conditions.
Informal recognition of employee work can be done
without any costs. Formal recognition of employees
should take some time. Group and individual recognition
can be vital. Recognition to maximum employees as
possible. No long gaps in the recognition of employee.
Past mistakes should be a learning lesson, but focus
should be on future performance. Employees should be
encouraged to feedback and respond.

The involvement of employee’s participation in decision
making is necessary. Show appreciation on performance.
Interest in all the employee’s relationships within work
culture. Be alert and interfere when required.
New rules and policies should be encouraged, and an
environment of fairness. Strong decision making is the
key to success. An employer should behave genuinely
with employees.
The personal problem of the employees should be heard
for their satisfaction. Work-life balance can be managed
by providing the best environment. Employees should be
rewarded based on their output.
Set goals on basis of the company’s performance. Set
goals from the basic level to a higher level. Soft goals are
much better than having a load of goals.
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While these measures cannot be quantified, motivation is manifested by attention, effort,
and persistence. The ability to measure factors (using a WEIMS) that energize, channel, and
sustain work behavior over time is essential for capturing employee motivation, and for
developing interventions to enhance motivation thresholds on the continuum. These factors will
allow for better predictions of job satisfaction and performance for government employees. This
measure will give Federal Student Aid unilateral ability to create methods that can strengthen
PSM through training sessions with Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials collectively.
Adapting training is better than simply using standard operating procedures manual and
expecting great public servants; invest in training to learn employees’ motivations to work in
government. This argument complements the SDT theory that focuses on the “nature” of
motivation, i.e., the “why of behavior” (Tremblay et al., 2009).
Deci and Ryan’s (1985) SDT identifies the important facets of motivated behavior in
humans. According to their theory, motivation should not be viewed from a unidimensional
perspective; instead, three dimensions of motivation need to be examined: intrinsic motivation,
extrinsic motivation, and amotivation. Intrinsic motivation refers to the engagement in an activity
for the pleasure and satisfaction of performing it. Intrinsically motivated individuals voluntarily
participate in an activity without experiencing external or internal pressures to do so and without
expecting rewards (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Vallerand et al. (1992) support the notion that intrinsic
motivation is a global construct that can be differentiated into three more specific motives: the
intrinsic motivation to know, to accomplish, and to experience stimulation. Identifying these
factors in personnel in the Department of Education, regardless of generation, could assist in
reducing the differences of work habits of employees who are required to complete tasks and
who have a standard way of doing things that may not mesh well with others whose work
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motivations or principles differ in a bureaucratic environment. A rational motive that draws
individuals to public service is the opportunity to participate in the formulation of public policy
(Kelman, 1987). Attraction to public policymaking can be exciting and dramatic and can
reinforce one’s image of self-importance. Given the government’s role in American society, this
motive is unique to public institutions in which self-serving interests are secondary to the
agency’s interests and goals.
Training public servants is essential since it enables workers to perform their duties
effectively. It increases knowledge and skills, which enhances performance. Training also helps
in making better use of equipment in the workplace, thereby reducing waste. The WEIMS tool
can help in training public servants to accomplish their objectives effectively, while not ignoring
that intuition and observation are essential in assessing individuals’ motivation to work. A
WEIMS can help assess the extrinsic and intrinsic scores of persons who desire to become public
servants and then make them more productive by addressing workplace aspects such as job
satisfaction, performance, and efficiency. The WEIMS measurements can determine the
strengths and weaknesses of individuals by comparing their intrinsic and extrinsic motivations;
therefore, public service organizations can test variables using the WEIMS to determine the best
candidates for different job positions. For example, the recruitment team may use five intrinsic
elements, say interest, curiosity, task involvement, competence, and self-determination. The team
can contrast them with extrinsic factors, including a focus on the dictates of others, money, or
tangible items, competition concerns, recognition concerns, and evaluation concerns.
To conduct this assessment, jobseekers should be asked to indicate to what extent each
element describes their personality on a five-point scale from 1 (not true for me or never) to 5
(that is true for me or always). The WEIMS results can determine which candidate meets the
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criteria of the organization. Moreover, the assessment can identify areas of improvement by
examining the scores under each element. As a result, the WEIMS can help workers assess their
performance by comparing their previous results with their current results. Work motivation is
also associated with the delivery of quality services and facilitating cooperation among workers.
The need for relatedness, competence, and autonomy inform motivation, and that is why it is
essential to understand these needs since they have a significant impact on self-determination.
Conditions or situations that align with these needs help maintain a person’s intrinsic motivation.
Furthermore, these conditions facilitate the incorporation of extrinsic motivation and
subsequently make a worker more self-determined (Chai et al., 2017).
Examining factors that influence work behavior is necessary to determine an employee’s
behavior and to develop interventions to enhance job satisfaction, performance, and motivation.
The WEIMS can be designed by organizations to emphasize the psychological needs of
competence, relatedness, and autonomy to train new workers to become self-determined in their
new work environments. The need for relatedness is a two-way approach since all workers are
supposed to care for each other through teamwork and cooperation. As a result, the scale can be
used to measure an applicant’s relatedness to public service over time by assisting with stable
succession planning. Moreover, the need for relatedness creates a connection between all
workers in public service to be connected as a unit without ulterior motives. Therefore, the
WEIMS is applicable to new and existing employees to care for each other in the workplace by
measuring scores related to the need for relatedness.
The need for competence is the propensity to develop skills to facilitate effective action.
Competence affects work motivation since people become demotivated when they feel
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ineffective and incapable of accomplishing tasks. Therefore, the need for competence is a
prerequisite for progress and growth in the workplace.
The need for autonomy enables workers to exercise control of their goals and ambitions.
The ability to take direct action translates to an improvement of self-determination, so it is
essential to focus on extrinsic rewards to complete intrinsic rewards. Criticism of the SDT is that
extrinsic rewards are associated with detrimental effects on intrinsic rewards. The theory
proposes that institutions should focus on intrinsic motivation, but some duties in organizations
may not have intrinsic rewards and therefore use tangible rewards as a motivational strategy
(Wallander, 2016). Hertzberg’s two-factor theory applies in this case. As such, Department
managers should be cautious not to give extrinsic motivations for intrinsic behavior since it
undermines the psychological need of autonomy, making a worker feel less in control of their
intrinsic motivation, and under-appreciated.
The WEIMS metric is the preferred tool to identify the strengths of individuals who
would work in public service because it measures both their extrinsic and intrinsic motivations,
which reveal the self-determination of individuals in attaining organizational objectives.
Moreover, the scale can be used periodically in the organization to intervene to enhance job
performance, motivation, and productivity. The resultant scores can be used to determine the best
candidates to assume positions in public service, based on the criteria of the recruiting
organization.
Conclusion
In this research, it is important to note that a public servant’s role is instrumental to the
success of the agency itself. Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials each have unique
imprints of work values through life experiences, forged perceptions of reality, and introduction
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to technology principals within the work environment. Hackman and Oldham’s JCM and
Hertzberg’s two-factor theory are relational to how public servants are motivated, and what
motivates them. SDT explains the cross-linear connection between competence, connection, and
autonomy between the generations and how they operate in the bureaucracy of government. The
SDT will apply to all participants in deciding factors for PSM, and what factors employees’
inherent growth tendencies and innate psychological needs.
The ancillary option is apparent once the conditions in a work environment have been
modified in a multi-generational atmosphere, such as in government, and PSM is gauged
differently in the public and private sectors. WEIMS would be instrumental in learning what
specific motivations are paramount to workers; and allows the Department to create an engaging
environment that uses training to enable public servants to work cohesively to focus on agency
goals without obscuring individuals’ values or their perspectives on PSM.
It is important to note that PSM alone, is not the focus of this research. The aim is to
understand how the Work Motivation differences in respect to PSM is viewed across generations
by Federal Student Aid. Generational differences have been discussed, specifically how BabyBoomers, Generation X, and Millennials operate in a bureaucratic context. WEIMS will be used
purposefully to record how public servants’ rate tangible/intangible variables of which PSM
factors are ideal to participants across the three generations within this study. Overall, this study
can allow Federal Student Aid to better assess applicants in the government and enlist a new
generation of public servants into its corps, with a better understanding of how to refine worker
performance now and in the future.
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Chapter III: Methodology
The purpose of this study was to understand the contributing factors of work intrinsic and
extrinsic values of public servants and how they shape the PSM levels of individual output in a
bureaucratic environment. The central research question asked is, “Do work motivation
variances influence the three generations in Federal Student Aid differently? This relationship
study will be instrumental in how motivation principles are identified from Baby Boomers thru
Millennials. This study’s utilization of surveys can explore how Federal Student Aid can bridge
the gap of generation differences and use the results to improve worker performance overall,
regardless of individual motivation with the upcoming arrival of Generation Z into public
service. The surveys collected from public servants will be used to plot WEIMS characteristics
and pinpoint the strongest work motivation traits amongst participants, and cross analyze them
with the other generations corresponding from similarities and differences.
Research Design
This capstone study uses a quantitative design research survey method to investigate
Public Service Motivation (PSM) in the three generations of Federal Student Aid employees.
This quantitative design allows the researcher to identify units of analysis, and specifically target
the limited population and the sample size, contingent upon permissions granted that employ
different sampling techniques of audiences chosen to participate (Creswell, 2015). The main
benefit of this quantitative data research method includes the limited use of an expense budget
for using questionnaires. The limitation in using this method, though, is noting that there is a
possibility that the target sample size audience may not be reached and insufficient data collected
(i.e. if participants do not fill out the survey in its entirety).
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Public Service Motivation (PSM) is an important characteristic that all public servants
and future servants should have. In application, a person’s resume alone cannot quantify PSM.
This quantitative study allows public servant leaders to understand the work extrinsic, intrinsic,
motivational scale (WEIMS) factors of federal workers. This understanding further allows
federal agencies to apply modern principles that allow individuals to better connect with
bureaucratic environments while fulfilling their roles as public servants, regardless of generation.
Statistical data collected is critical in determining whether the relationships found between
connectors in WEIMS data can be inferred as applying in general to the population from which
the sampled data was drawn (Cramer, 2003). This identifiable variable, WEIMS, assists federal
agencies in promoting better training apparatuses that generate a stronger, smarter, multigenerational government workforce.
Environment for Research
In showing how the three-generation variances trend with differing work motivations,
public service motivation still weighs heavily in how Federal Student Aid accomplishes its
mission. This study uses intangible tools to identify work extrinsic, intrinsic factors that propel
individuals to be motivated and work in the bureaucratic environment in the name of public
service. Gauging job satisfaction itself is a concrete measure used; however, high satisfaction
with government services is not the norm by society’s standards. The federal government falls
well behind most industries and sectors, including state and municipal governments, in several
customer satisfaction measures (American Customer Satisfaction Index, 2015). Yet, the focus on
job satisfaction can improve the way a governing agency provides direct training to new hires.
This measure allows an agency to identify an employee’s work motivations; and help those
employees who may be lacking in the level of servant leadership necessary in an official
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capacity. Ultimately, PSM aligns with workforce management in government. By using the work
extrinsic, intrinsic, motivational scale (WEIMS) as an instrument to bridge the gap between the
three identified generations in the federal workforce, agencies can devise training tools for new
employees that help develop PSM in personnel who may have a negative impact on a
government initiative.
Study Participants
To perform this research approval from the Office of General Counsel (OGC) was
paramount. Participants for this study are composed only of the U.S. Department of Education
employees. The agency itself is a mid-level agency that has roughly 5000 employees. The
population spans from Senior Executive Service personnel who shape agency policy, down the
ranks to managers (pay grades of GS-13 to GS-15), and non-management jobs (pay grades of
GS-7 to GS-12) alike. Age ranges for the participants extend from 21-70, as this range covers the
generations of Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials, which are the three generations of
federal employees discussed in this study.
Federal agency rules prevent the conduct of internal research using government email
addresses to reach out to other employees to gain information; the researcher felt that the best
technique to employ was convenience sampling using participants’ personal email addresses
outside the agency. Convenience sampling allows participants to be chosen as they are willing to
have their input recorded (Creswell, 2015). The role participants play is critical due to the
environment-control factors, and accessibility to record information and not detour any person
from his or her job capacity. Having access to personal email addresses does not follow the same
prerequisite for research intents and purposes. As an internal employee of a federal agency, it
will be easier to create a target audience for this research to be performed. Convenience sampling
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allows the researcher to select accessible participants who fall within the criteria of the study,
which otherwise would not be accessible due to professional industry and limitations in access to
public servants (Creswell, 2015). The target threshold of respondents for this research was a
minimum of 100 full-time employees from Federal Student Aid. Of the personnel who agreed to
partake in the research, properly filtering respondents according to generation allowed the
researcher to stay within the framework of questioning in identifying pertinent WEIMS factors
that assist in individual public service (work) motivation findings in this work unit via workplace
observation, with surveys and questionnaires as the main sources to plot findings. It is important
to note that any single response cannot be a standalone constant, nor can it be assumed
representative of the entire population.
Instrumentation
The work extrinsic, intrinsic, motivational scale (WEIMS) identified principles allowed
for categories to be divided into units for Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, and Type 4 and more if needed
for labeling participants into their specific generation and recording statistics utilizing the
WEIMS for record-keeping. To determine participants’ level of work motivations, the researcher
created a customized survey design through cloud-based client SurveyMonkey that identifies
specific motivational metrics between Baby Boomer, Generation X, and Millennials in Federal
Student Aid the largest unit within the Department of Education. A detailed questionnaire that
asks 11 questions that revolve around work motivations and self-assessment of one’s PSM
strength was used. Eleven questions are the maximum threshold for the number of questions
because it is convenient, to the point, and not too time-consuming for respondents who choose to
take part in this study, as possible participants become turned off by the length of the survey as if
it had twenty questions or more (Chudoba, B. n.d.).
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Data Collection Method
The researcher utilized email format to gain access to the participants and invited them to
complete an 11 question survey. Gaining access to personal email addresses of willing
participants presented its challenges. Following the outcome of the accumulated volume of email
addresses, the researcher inquired about an extension to gather the needed number of participants
to make this a successful study. The initial week only garnered seven responses, but quickly after
week one, respondents answering the survey picked up exponentially. This design method was
instrumental in counting all values of responses as concrete whole numbers. The whole number
factor and representation eliminates ambiguity because numbers are simplistic and are applicable
to a WEIMS scale that plots the responses accordingly and helps the researcher gain an
understanding of the dynamics of how employees rank based on public service (work)
motivations in Federal Student Aid.
All information within the research study use plot scales and are pseudo-named with only
identifying participants using individual letters from A through Z and numbers from 1 through
100. Utilizing this method ensured that no individual was identified in taking part in this
research. Furthermore, in using this electronic instrument, the goal of using the SurveyMonkey
software was to:
A. Provide a convenient way for individuals to take the questionnaire at their leisure
B. Allow persons who opt to take the survey to do so freely without the feeling of pressure
to answer in a specific way, as in the case of “The Hawthorne Effect” theory
(Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939).
C. Incorporate double blind permission settings allows for no way of tracing respondents
who partake in the survey, thereby increasing the privacy levels of responses.
The use of this survey software allowed for more accurate acute based answers dependent on the
question type.
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Ethical Considerations
The researcher advised participants of the survey’s confidentiality and reiterated that it
would not be used for Department of Education purposes. The recorded items within the survey
will only highlight WEIMS characteristics, and the generation participants belong to. The data
collected were not manipulated to obtain specific results; rather, the data remained in a raw state
in its presentation. A noted limitation of this study came into existence with the exposure of
Coronavirus. With the epidemic of COVID-19 that has hit the United States hard since February
2020, as the researcher, I had to alter the mechanisms in how the research participants would be
recruited, as the state of Illinois was under strict quarantine stay-at-home orders from March 17,
2020, thru May 29, 2020. The Department of Education had imposed a complete telework
directive that covered the entire agency during this time. As the researcher, I no longer had the
option of a formal presentation to enlist people to be a part of the study. All facets of the research
had shifted to reach all participants online after business hours.
As permission was granted from the Department of Education, I had to form relationship
gatekeepers with four leaders who were apart of the dissemination process of reaching personnel
in different units within Federal Student Aid. All gatekeepers were aware that this survey was
approved by the Department. The researcher assured gatekeepers with supporting documentation
of questioning, and the Institution Review Board (IRB) approval that nothing within the survey
is related to identifying job titles, or job one performs or anything specific related to the
functions that the agency itself does within all business units of Federal Student Aid. The
gatekeepers were important in outreach to personnel in garnering as many participants as
possible for the research. To ensure the highest level of confidentiality to all participants, the
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survey parameters within the software had been set that all completed surveys will not record the
email addresses that came from the responses.
The process of disseminating this survey was making it as easy as possible for employees
to participate in the research. Several revisions were made to the survey instrument with
advisement by the Capstone Chair and the IRB Committee. Creating a survey easily accessible
and quick to complete is a challenge within itself. Collecting specific information related to
Public Service (Work) Motivation and getting all participants to fill out a survey in its entirety to
back up the findings is a measure the researcher realized he does not have full control over. The
threshold to meet for this study to be successful was a minimum of 100 respondents who would
answer every question within the survey. A solid mixture of women and men that identify with
coming from the Baby-Boomer, Generation X or Millennials generations would allow the
researcher to scale the variances appropriately of Public Service (work) Motivation in Federal
Student Aid. With sufficient participants, the data trends should reflect transparent findings for
Federal Student Aid according to the survey.
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Chapter IV: Data Analysis & Findings
This study explored how Federal Student Aid employees gauged whether variances in
personal (Work) Motivation were critical to how Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennials
aligned with their WEIMS score in the organization. Did this indication help employees utilize
better methods of training, or if the motivation is a precursor in being successful in this
environment? This study used an electronic survey that asked 11 specific, pointed questions that
revolve around characteristics pointedly towards individual perception and assessment of
WEIMS in Federal Student Aid. Quantitative data from this survey focused exclusively looked at
one’s experience in government, generation identity, public service motivation, and training
preferences within this environment. This data, in turn, point backs towards the original research
question.
• Do Work Motivation variances influence the three generations differently in Federal
Student Aid?
A recruitment letter was sent out initially through a mass collection of personal email
addresses blindly with a specific link attached for all interested participants. In performing the
research, the targeted audience was Federal Student Aid. As the researcher, four gatekeepers
were acquired that were regionally located within each time zone of eastern, central, mountain,
and pacific. The acquired gatekeepers were Branch Chiefs (GS-14/AD equivalent) or Senior
Leadership (GS-15/AD equivalent or Senior Executive Service) within Federal Student Aid, who
were assistive in pushing out the emails blindly to interested participants who elected to take the
electronic survey. This strategy would allow for a broader representation of public servants
throughout the Department of Education’s, Federal Student Aid unit specifically across the
United States, rather than only focusing on one geographical area.
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The survey was used to showcase trends between Baby-Boomers, Generation X, and
Millennials in whether identified Public Service (Work) Motivations parallel to generations
differently, the same or similar in scope according to specific factors. These factors differ from
training applications, environment, beliefs, longevity in government, and intrinsic and extrinsic
feelings. In my efforts as the researcher, having respect for people’s time was critical in creating
this survey. The survey went through three revisions before being accepted by the IRB
committee. The survey stayed within the confines of being close-ended and multiple-choice
questions to satisfy the quantitative research method in reaching a minimum of 100 respondents.
The line of questioning used was not overly complicated or ambiguous to understand. As the
researcher, understanding that time is a finite measure that people hold dearly was not to be
taken lightly. Professionals do not have a lot of free time or want to be bogged down with things
that do not personally benefit them. In developing the survey there was an understanding that the
survey should be no more than five minutes. It is an insignificant amount of time that people
could give to the survey, and not be turned off by the length or amount of time it would take to
complete. The eleven questions posed to all respondents from the survey follow in Appendix B.
The study titled Generation Identity of Work Motivation in the Department of
Education’s Federal Student Aid was an electronic survey that asked multiple questions to see
how generations perceive this concept within this environment. This quantitative data-driven
study was allowed to take place from June 01, 2020, through June 30, 2020. The Department of
Education overall has a workforce of approximately 5000 personnel. Permission granted for the
research was only for the Federal Student Aid division of the agency, which accounts for 1200
personnel. For the study to show some sign of significance, the research data needed a
respondent threshold of 10% or 120 people to answer all 11 questions. At the conclusion of the
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survey, the total amassed respondents were 156 respondents. According to survey data, one
person did not fill out the survey in its entirety for a true number of 155 respondents who
responded to the survey questions at some point during the month of June 2020. The percentage
of personnel who partook in the study was 13% overall, surpassing the minimum threshold that
represents a solid community and representation of Federal Student Aid throughout all ten
regions of the agency that includes headquarters. Of the 171 survey invitations sent out via email
(SurveyMonkey) to interested public servants within Federal Student Aid; 156 individuals
partook in the survey. For the purposes of this research, the survey could only be considered
creditable should the person answer all 11 questions which again, were 155 people. The response
rate for the survey completion in its entirety was 90.64%. Federal Student Aid.
Of the noted charts and percentages of the eleven questions that were asked, questions
four through eleven (minus question 7) had variables to include in extrapolating differences
where a single digit was utilized to determine specific statistics in creating a numeric value for
each answer choice. These statistics note the lowest and highest value of an answer choice by all
respondents (e.g., Minimum and Maximum). The average of all responses (e.g., Mean). The
indication in where responses are evenly divided above or below in reaching the midpoint (e.g.,
Median). The spread of distance from the mean (e.g., Standard Deviation). These titles
represented the total figure percentages and trends in how the data collection presented itself in
the timeframe the survey was open. This capstone highlights concerns about the future of Federal
Student Aid overall, and presents practical solutions to overcome generational challenges, as new
public servants enter the organization.
In providing numerical values to the WEIMS system, generations are grouped
accordingly: B - will represent all respondents who identify as Baby Boomers; G – will represent
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all respondents who identify as Generation X and M – will represent all respondents who
identify as Millennials. These letter variables will further breakdown gender groupings: Females
who answer the survey will be represented with the identify coefficient of (f) (if a respondent is
female and identifies with being born into the Baby-Boomer generation, the correct identifier
will read as Bf for data purposes). Males who partake in the survey will be represented similarly
with the coefficient of (m) (if a respondent is male and identifies with being born into the
Millennial generation, the correct identifier will read as Mm for data purposes). All identifier
variables will read as Bf, Gf, and Mf for females and Bm, Gm, and Mm for males; no other
variable types will be used to reference the data in terms of gender. All the survey questions
following next will provide further context in how respondents answered and response rate,
while showcasing graphing and other trends.
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Figure 4.1
Question one specifically asked individual’s self-aligned gender
I identify as a __________ person.
Answered: 155

Skipped: 1

Non-Binar 3.23% (5)

Male 38.71% (60)

Female 58.06% (90)

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Male

38.71%

60

Female

58.06%

90

3.23%

5

Non-Binary
TOTAL

155

During this open survey period from June 01, 2020, through June 30, 2020, a total count
for respondents that filled that out the survey was 155. From that total (60) were males (Bm,
Gm, Mm). Female (Bf, Gf, Mf) totals were (90). A total of (5) persons identified as non-binary.
This is a cumulative tally for the three represented generations. Respondents were asked about
their gender identification in Federal Student Aid. The current make-up of the Department of
Education, gender-wise, is 67% female to 33% male. This information was retrieved by the
Department’s Human Capital Office. This tally was not a surprise in having more women than
men complete the survey in relation to question #1.
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The surprising details were the audience who identify as a non-binary person. This audience
accounted for five individuals, which does not support a high enough weight to affect overall
standings of data and trends throughout all questions. Based on the current make-up of Federal
Student Aid, a 3 to 1 ratio of female to male answer rate was expected.
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Figure 4.2
Question two asked individuals what label generation one defines self as
As a public servant, I identify as a ____________________ that works in the federal government.
Answered: 155

Skipped: 1

Millennial 24.52% (38)
Baby-Boomer 29.03% (45)

Generation X 46.45% (72)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Baby-Boomer

29.03%

45

Generation X

46.45%

72

Millennial

24.52%

38

TOTAL

155

Table 4.1 Gender break down & Generation Identity of Survey
As a public servant, I identify as a _________ that
works in the federal government.
Baby-Boomer

I identify as a:

Total

Generation X

Millennial

Total

Male

21

25

14

60

Female
Non-Binary/(other)

23
0
44

46
1
67

21
4
35

90
5
155

In the above table, the respondents were categorized into three groups, i.e. (male, female,
and non-binary) and the statistics of all three groups are shown in the table above. From the results
of male respondents, Bm = 21 were identified as Baby-Boomers, Gm = 25 was Generation X, and
Mm = 14 were Millennials, as explained in the above table. Similarly, from the results of female
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respondents, Bf = 23 were identified as Baby-Boomers, Gf = 46 was Generation X, and Mf = 21
were identified as Millennials. Non-Binary, which has a plethora of segments, had one person fall
within Generation X and four persons that come from the Millennial generation that tally a total
of five persons who identify as Non-Binary in gender.
The data trend for question #2 showed that the majority of the respondents for the survey
were Generation X. This was a little surprising as I heavily recruited Baby-Boomers about the
survey, and they turned out to be the second-highest category. The Millennials statistic was not
surprising according to the data as most public servant who identify in this genre would be new,
and most likely to 10 years or less in Federal Student Aid.
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Figure 4.3
Question three showcases the percentiles of self-work motivation relevance in Federal Student Aid
Do you feel one’s personal Work Motivations level plays a role in how individual goals are
achieved in the workplace?

0%

10%

20%

Answered: 155

Skipped: 1

30%

50%

40%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

72.90%

113

No

27.10%

42
155

TOTAL

From a total of 155 respondents, 113 were felt that personal motivation plays an
important role in achieving the goal, while 42 respondents answered no agreed to personal
motivation. Question #3 was relative in getting respondents to self-reflect whether they felt that
one’s work motivational level was has a causative and effect action to note whether it helped
achieve their individual goals in the workplace. An overwhelming majority felt that (Yes), it is
critical in whether individual goals are achieved within FSA. This question speaks to work by
Pinder (2008) on how people assess their job role, work, and, ultimately, organizations in
general.
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Figure 4.4
Question four showcases preference of training modular within Federal Student Aid
What methods of training do you prefer as a public servant in your current working
environment?
Answered: 155

Skipped: 1

100
80
60
40
20
0
Conference
room setting

Skype over
computer

One -on-One
training

All of the
above

None of the
above

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Conference room setting (1)

25.81%

40

Skype over computer (2)

27.74%

43

One-on-one training (3)

36.13%

56

All of the above (4)

34.19%

53

3.87%

6

None of the above (5)
Total Respondents: 155
BASIC STATISTICS
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
5.00

Median
3.00

Mean
2.71

Standard Deviation
1.15

Respondents were asked to select multiple options from the methods of training they
preferred as a public servant in their current working environment. A total of 40 respondents
selected conference room setting, 43 respondents selected Skype, 56 respondents selected oneon-one training, 53 respondents selected all methods, and six responded to none of them. In
looking closer at the data trends for question #4, the findings were a bit surprising. One-on-One
training was the majority pick throughout the survey, followed by having all training types
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offered within FSA. This finding proved to be a little shocking as often Baby Boomers generally
would prefer the formal one-on-one training with human interaction to ask questions in real-time
vs. having to deal with technological apparatuses that comes with system quirks is not always
reliable when needed especially at the rate technology changes. Soft and hard skill preferences
for Baby Boomers are contingent upon the type of training given (Tolbize, 2008). With the
option of None of the above (6) respondents selected this; this means that employees would
rather just figure it out themselves, without outside influences obstructing how they best feel the
material is interpreted by them.
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Figure 4.5
Question five ranks the order of importance what Federal Student Aid personnel thinks is most
important to least important.
Which factors most improve a public servant’s performance? Please rank the following in order of
importance (where “1” is the most important and “3” is least important).
Answered: 155

Skipped: 1

100
80
60
40
20
0
1

2

3

Employee training

Attitude towards work
Organization culture/environment
EMPLOYEE
TRAINING

ATTITUDE TOWARDS
WORK

1

ORGANIZATIONAL
CULTURE/ENVIRONMENT

TOTAL

SCORE

34.84%
54

36.13%
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All respondents from question five were asked to rank the factors that improve the public
servant’s performance. From a total of 155 respondents, 56 participants ranked the employee
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training as the most important factor. While 54 respondents considered that employee training as
moderate and 43 respondents considered as the least important factor that improves the public
servant’s performance.
Similarly, the respondents were asked to rank the factors that improve the public servant’s
performance. From a total of 155 respondents, 56 participants ranked the attitude towards work as
the most important and moderate factor. Only 37 respondents considered attitude towards work as
the least important factor that improves the public servant’s performance.
In the last category of the work environment, the respondents were asked to rank the
factors that improve the public servant’s performance. From a total of 155 respondents, 45
participants ranked the organizational culture/environment as the most important factor. While
36 respondents considered the attitude towards work as moderate and 74 respondents considered
as the least important factor that improves the public servant’s performance.
Question #5 gave respondents the option to select in order of most important to least
important of improving public servants’ work performance in the Department of Education:
Employee Training, Organization Culture/Environment, and Attitude towards work. As per the
data results, most respondents felt that one’s attitude towards work was most important in
improving a public servant’s performance. This was a bit surprising, as the Department does a
creditable job in the organizational culture/environment and focusing on employee training that
one would not posit that attitude towards work would be the most important factor. This factor is
innate in one’s self at 36.13%. The second most important factor, according to the survey, was
Employee Training at 39.87%. Initially, I thought the data would reflect Employee Training as 1,
Organization Culture/Environment as two and Attitude towards work as 3. However, this data
shows that people are concerned about one’s attitude towards work and how people are trained
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within the Department in improving the performance of the worker—noting that Organization
Culture/Environment was the tertiary option of importance to improve worker performance at
48%. For the outcome of this question, the rating was: 1- Attitude towards work most important,
2- Employee Training important, and 3- Organization Culture/Environment least important.
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Figure 4.6
Question six shows the overall percentage (average) that believe work motivation and job satisfaction to
be relative in Federal Student Aid.
I rate (individual) Work Motivations to be paramount in job satisfaction in the Department what
% of the time?
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All respondents were asked in Question #6 to rate their individual percentage of what
time they believe their work motivations were paramount to job satisfaction. With 155
respondents and a range of 0 to 100, the average percent of the time that respondents felt this
way was 69%.
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Figure 4.7
Question seven shows the variance of personnel within Federal Student Aid that work motivation belief
(yes/no) is indicative to organizational fit
Do you believe that an individual’s Work Motivations play a critical role in determining whether
they are a good organizational fit for government environments?
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Similarly, 92 respondents believed that personal work motivation plays an important role
in determining if they are a good fit for organizational alignment. While 63 respondents do not
believe individual work motivation is critical to fit the scope of aligning to the organization’s
culture. In question #7, respondents were asked whether they believe individual work
motivations are a precursor to being a good organizational fit for government environments. In
this question, respondents are asked to look within themselves to answer this question according
to the data from the survey, a strong minority of individuals 40.65% answered (No) in relation to
whether this makes a person a good fit for a bureaucratic environment such as government while
59.35% answered (Yes) that work motivations play a role in determining organizational fit for
employees.
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Figure 4.8
Question eight shows the cumulative percentages of how Federal Student Aid surveyors felt about
whether working within the agency has an impact on meaning to serve others (altruism)
In your experience as a public servant, do you feel that working in a mid-sized federal agency
(Department of Education) has strengthened your convictions in what it means to serve others?
Answered: 154
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Respondents were asked, at what extent they feel that working in a mid-sized federal
agency (Department of Education) has strengthened their convictions in what it means to serve
others. From a total of 155 respondents, 51 felt all the time, 65 felt sometimes, and 38 never felt
while working. For question #8, this survey question explicitly wanted to know whether working
in a mid-sized federal agency strengthened personal convictions on what it means to serve. The
majority consensus sometimes felt at 42.21% that it did 33.12% felt a definitive (Yes), while a
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resounding 24.68% stated (No, not at all). From this data, it can be concluded that people who feel
that they are making a difference within the agency would be more than likely to state they have
job satisfaction and would likely answer yes to this question. Public servants who are not
necessarily satisfied within their job may pose a sometimes or not at all answer to this type of
question.
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Figure 4.9
Question nine shows the percentages of Federal Student Aid job grades that partook in the survey
I fall within the General Schedule (GS) or Administratively Determined (AD) position equivalent
to:
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Question #9 was simply an aggregate of all the possible government grades all
respondents could be within the Department of Education. The data reflects a high concentrated
pool of individuals who were GS-11/12/13’s or AD equivalent, which falls in the realm of a
junior Analyst to a Subject Matter Expert (SME) for a total of 69% that are a cumulation of
Baby-Boomer, Generation X and Millennials. Managers, Directors, and Senior leadership
accounted for 13% of the 153 respondents who filled out the survey in its entirety that fall within
the GS-14/15 or AD equivalent, Senior Management or Senior Executive Service (SES). The
craft grades of GS-07/08/09 account for 18% of the respondents for the survey. All respondents
belong to one of the three generations above.
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Figure 4.10
Question ten shows the percentages of years in government a Federal Student Aid employee has
How many years have you been with the Department?
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In looking at the experience in government, question #10 asked how long you have been
with the Department of Education. The data provided from this question was even all around
from 1 to 3 years to 41 years or more. The most concentrated years were between 4 years of
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service through 30 years of service. The data provided shows a good sampling of all experience
types within the Department from novice to 41 or more years of service.
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Figure 4.11
Question eleven shows the percentage variances of how employees deem intrinsic benefits over extrinsic
benefits
Making a difference in society (intrinsic nature) means more to me than personal achievements
(extrinsic nature)?
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From a total of 155 respondents, 33 respondents strongly agreed that making a difference
in society (intrinsic nature) means more than personal achievements (extrinsic nature). While 66
respondents agreed, 37 surveyors neither agreed nor disagreed, 12 surveyors, disagreed, and five
individuals strongly disagreed. The last question of the survey question #11 pitted the intrinsic
nature vs. extrinsic nature in what is more important to make a difference in society. The
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majority of respondents agreed that intrinsic nature is more overwhelming than extrinsic nature,
with 42.58%. These people feel that they are compensated well by serving others first before
anything else. The second group was neutral in standing as it did not matter to each respondent
with a 23.87%; the tertiary group strongly agreed that making a difference in society matters
most before accolades of any kind are bestowed upon individuals with 21.29%.
Limitations of the Study
Limitations encountered were the type of questions asked within the survey. Approval of
the research study was conditional on asking questions non-related to a specific job(s) within the
Federal Student Aid about work motivation(s). Federal Student Aid is the largest division of the
Department as a whole. The restriction placed on the research study to sample only this division
of the Department of Education was not a loss, as the answer rate showed some of strongest
numbers for a survey outside the scope of an internal survey. With the survey being successful in
Federal Student Aid, having the ability to reach a larger audience throughout the entire
Department would provide a greater footprint in scope to be applicable to the entire agency in
relation to looking at the public servant’s (employees) work motivation variances between BabyBoomers, Generation X, and Millennials in the entire agency. A further limitation of the study
did not have the ability to have an equal number of males and females to answer the survey due
to a shortage of males within the agency. The Department, in general, has an employee ratio
(female to male) of 3 to 1 in the agency, certain trends in specific questions from the survey may
be weighted more favorably or unfavorably as there are not as many men in the organization to
assess a true weight for the entire gender population in relation to women who answered.
The last limiting factor of the research performed was not being able to identify
specifically how each participant rated in feeling fulfilled within their job(s) at Federal Student
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Aid or job dissatisfaction. This factor would have allowed each participant to be labeled
specifically as:
•

High hygiene and high motivation - e.g. This is the ideal situation. Employees are very
motivated and barely have any complaints.

•

High hygiene and low motivation - e.g. Employees have few complaints, but they are not
really motivated, they see their work simply as a paycheck.

•

Low hygiene and high motivation - e.g. Employees are motivated, their job is challenging,
but they have complaints about salary or work conditions.

•

Low hygiene and low motivation - e.g. This is the worst possible situation; employees are
not motivated and have a lot of complaints.

These four factors were noted by Kuijk (2018) in Herzberg Two Factor Theory of Motivation.
Recommendations for further Research
Research findings with the use of this survey for quantitative data are indicative of the
need to implement a longitudinal survey design. In this capacity, the entire agency would have
the chance to take the survey and ask pointed questions that may references feelings on public
service, work motivations, and training in the Department. Implement this quarterly to
employees, to allow for a large plethora of data to be analyzed and have the agency work on
areas that employees see the need within the organization while understanding the different work
motivation trends in the agency. This effort could help coalesce generations to work better
together and provide an assist to the agency without seemingly having senior leadership just
implementing directives just because, without employee input along the way. The data will have
been collected and will back up future strategic implementations by leadership, possibly due to
the where the data trends direct them to focus. Further investment into training apparatuses and
technology should increase workers' performance with better operational measures that the
agency identified individual public service work motivations for current public servants within
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the agency in maintaining operational effectiveness. A mixed methods research design would
prove to be valuable as well with the ability to complete interviews contingent upon agency
approval. This option would take much longer to analyze result findings, but could be larger in
scope in mixing forms of quantitative data or creating a specific exploratory design that allows
the organization to tailor the design scope to fit agency needs.
Enlisting succession planning packages (electronic) throughout each unit within Federal
Student Aid would prove vital to help ensure the procedures and competent personnel are in
place should there be an exit of knowledge and or process. These package modules would also
give current leaders a dual outlook of the needs of the unit and access the current knowledge
aptitude of current public servants’ skills/needs to better be aligned with the mission. Allowing
all units, the flexibility to incorporate up to date succession planning modules to be updated by
fiscal year 2022 (October 01, 2021). Efforts of this magnitude could lead to embracing newer
technology platforms that assists in making Federal Student Aid’s business operations more
effective in the long run in meeting its metrics throughout each year of serving Federal Student
Aid’s students and schools alike.
Conclusion
Overall, the data from the survey does point towards needing all units within the
Department of Education to be surveyed. Even though approval was granted for sampling
Federal Student Aid, a larger segment of the agency was not able to participate. That leaves close
to 75% of agency not accounted for in these statistics. This study does maintain its relevancy in
reference to Federal Student Aid within the Department of Education. Diversity in the workforce
is the defining line in any organization’ s profitability. An article by Pless & Maak (2004) noted
that inclusive diversity leads to better stability in the long run. In the federal workforce, more
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than 45% of employees are aged above 50, according to OPM’s current statistics (Federal News
Network, 2018). Therefore, younger generations (Millennials, Generation Z and those thereafter)
needs to step in to fill the voids left by the older generations with the aid of technology and a
streamlined process within the Department for fluid succession planning and promote a positive
culture within the institution. This can include a higher degree of job satisfaction that mirrors
high work motivations as a public servant. To implement this, the Department could address
these changes into the workforce and devise plans and methodologies to accommodate an agediverse team. In further firsthand ocular observation in Federal Student Aid, it was surprising to
see and hear the agency pushing for employees to take advantage of the classes offered more
often than usual by the Chief Operating Officer of the Department.
An outlook into how the bifurcation of motivations at work, values, and PSM play an
overall role for bureaucratic environments to be successful with such a multi-generational staff is
paramount. This effort could be instrumental if given the chance to take place in looking from a
correlational standpoint as a more in-depth look could speak to the work motivation variances
between Baby-Boomers, Generation X, Millennials, and future generations fulfilling life as a
public servant in Federal Student Aid. Such measures as noted, could pose the results of being
semi-strong/weak in results as the office dynamics vary from region to region. From an
administrator’s (senior leadership) position within Federal Student Aid, the question can be
asked over the course of pushed out surveys, “Was this survey a success if results are good and
bad across regions?” Ultimately, the goal is to get everyone within the unit to take the survey to
better gauge similarities and or contrasting factors within each region. Work motivations may
differ between generations depending on where they live in the United States. Over time, this
process can evolve at the beginning of the hiring and promotional process for future public
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servants in Federal Student Aid to understand the respective line of thinking in reference to what
PSM and work motivations mean individually and how it translates to working with others from
different backgrounds and life experiences generationally speaking for an agency such as the
Department of Education.
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Chapter V: Summary of Research
In identifying public servants' work motivations throughout this study, the data was
transparent in gauging that most respondent’s belief that public service (work) motivations
should be strong within individuals who work for Federal Student Aid. According to the survey,
the data reflected that a majority (60%) of respondents felt that an individual’s work motivations
play a critical role in determining whether they are a good organizational fit for government
environments. Understanding these generational variances of public service (work) motivations
requires intermittent unorthodox training methods that are in line with the proper immersion of
technology. For each generational type, needs and learning capabilities vary in scope and
tolerance. In many ways, most public servants would identify themselves as individuals who are
alpine in thought process on commitment to servicing the needs of others. However, throughout
the survey data trends reflected differently upon generations in variance to work motivations and
how one is motivated intrinsically or extrinsically. Pinder (1998) stated that in view of the
intractability (e.g. rebel employees, employees who lack PSM, employees who are not
technologically inclined) of many key detriments of productivity, we can expect work motivation
to be at least as important an issue in organizational science and management in the future as it
has been in the past, although the reasons may be considerably different from those in the past in
respect to organizational behavior and culture in the workplace.
Edgar Schein’s (1983) model of organizational culture would apply to Federal Student
Aid’s ability to identify the work motivations of the unit. In understanding the values and
behavior practices of public servants’, further application of studying the multi-generational
aspects of Schein’s variables within the organization is critical. Influencers such as artifacts
within the institution itself (i.e., cubicle layout, the language between colleagues, technology in
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place, and traditions of the institution) can be a weighted factor in employees may identify their
work motivations. This acknowledgement Segways into how the environment can be a predictor
to what employee’s values are, and what is a priority to them (Kukreja, 2017.). A Baby-Boomer
may place a higher value on one-on-one training than a Millennial in Federal Student Aid. This
value metric will weigh differently for a multi-generational workforce as experiences and
opinions may differ in basic assumptions in bureaucratic environments, as noted by Kukreja
(2017). Organizational Culture within Federal Student Aid should look closer at how it has
transformed over the years to understand where it is now, and where it may need to go in the
future as new public servants enter the organization.
Understanding generational work motivations in an agency will help eliminate the
ambiguity in how agency directives are understood by newer generations who communicate
differently and require an assuaged approach unlike the direct one on one approach; as
technology and training modules have evolved over time within Federal Student Aid. This
connects Herzberg’s (1968) two-factor theory in principal about how a public servant is satisfied
on the job via motivation and hygiene factors. There are many reasons for the inability to finitely
measure motivation in one’s work habit and or production. Job performance and job satisfaction
are relative to work motivation in some facet of the workplace (Pinder, 1998). The data from this
survey explained that (43%) of the respondents prefer training applications via Skype. These
statistics were higher in the Millennial population than the Baby-Boomers and Generations X
combined. In forecasting progression of future generations within the Department of Education’s
Federal Student Aid unit; newer generations should follow in the likes of Generation X,
Millennials, and the incoming public servants of Generation Z as they will be better equipped for
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periods of succession planning, and will know how to identify specific needs that differ
immensely from those required by older generations (Baby Boomers and Generation X).
Based on the findings within the research conducted there was a contrasting factor found
that some Baby-Boomers and Generation X within Federal Student Aid do not feel confident
with the total reliant use of technology apparatuses in completing assignments and or training
modules. The research proved the importance of cultural competency in Federal Student Aid,
which could be applicable across the entire agency. How an agency prepares its workforce
regardless of generation speaks to the reality of comfort discourse as technology steadily
improves and consistently requires training modules so workers can utilize to familiarize
themselves with becoming comfortable with improved ways in completing work assignments.
This finding was not a surprise. Peter Senge (2006) identified five basic disciplines which are
systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models, shared vision, and team learning. These
disciplines are interrelated to how the Department creates a dynamic organizational culture that
makes public servants confident, and comfortable in their abilities regardless of generation. The
mentioned disciplines compliment the notion of Public Service Motivation and recognizing the
work motivations of its employees in the process with multiple training measures and identifying
the crutch needs public servants need in their environment.
As Federal Student Aid moves into the next phase of its organization restructure to the
new Next Generation (NextGen) platform, the urgency has been placed on employees to learn
new platforms in computer skills and other transferrable skills to make oneself more attractive in
promotions/job offers elsewhere. According to the breakdown of generations within Federal
Student Aid in reflecting the Department as a whole, it seems that Generation X and Millennials
would be primed to take advantage of these options due to the change in organizational structure
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within the agency as a whole. This observation by no means negates the Baby-Boomer
generation to take advantage of enhancing skills via Skype; however, this group is due to retire
soon and more often than not, are not looking to enhance work-relatable skills as they prepare to
leave the workforce for good. From an agency perspective, this serves well to understand the
generational differences of employees within the agency. Giving employees the tools to help
themselves and understand their role without unintended discourse with other employees albeit
communication styles, and or training options. Workforce diversity is paramount in Federal
Student Aid’s ability to be successful with its workforce of multi-generational public servants.
Hiring individuals that think highly of public service motivation and shows commitment to
others through his/her work motivations will serve Federal Student Aid well deep into the 21st
century.
Another alignment that had not been anticipated within the research was the high
consensus of one-on-one training combined with all methods of training were the top variable
votes. This factor was surprising as I thought that Millennials would have been overwhelmingly
in favor of Skype/Microsoft Teams type of interactive training versus one-on-one training due to
a comparative study done by Deloitte in 2017 labeled “The Millennial mindset: Work styles and
aspirations of Millennials.” The study found that Millennials are found to be significantly more
introverted and less comfortable with ambiguity in the workplace than Baby-Boomers and
Generation X, and further noting that Millennials are less comfortable with conflict.
Surprisingly, this was an interesting trend in the data that was not expected, as I posited that
Millennials would only want to communicate and train entirely through computer origins only,
this theory was proven false.
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A recommendation is that training within Federal Student Aid can be organized with the
help of theories like risk theory, cultural theory, WEIMS, 2-factor theory, servant leadership,
succession planning, and other concepts. These variable catalysts implemented throughout the
agency overall can multiply individual performance of workers belonging to a specific
macrocosm across an in-depth multi-generational pool. Identifying work motivations will be a
precursor to understanding public servants in how they operate, communicate, and overall
perform in their roles within Federal Student Aid for generations to come. Tying PSM directly to
work motivations will need to have further studies completed at the entire Department to get a
better grasp of issues such as the agency’s continuous hiring of future public servants into their
roles in servicing education needs of schools and students alike. To have a better understanding
of how each generation is wired, and their working motivations intent would give the agency a
leg up in bringing in the best talent into the organization.
As we move deeper into the 21st century, and generations retire, disseminating knowledge
to future generations more proficiently is key. Knowledge is power, and there is power in
knowing how to prepare others better as they come into the organization. The incoming
generations can process the scope of their responsibilities more efficiently and work
harmoniously easier with other generations. Even with divergent levels of life experience(s) in
general in keeping with the mantle to serve others unconditionally is Federal Student Aid’s goal.
As Federal Student Aid continuously invests in its people, they can learn in knowing whether
employees’ work motivations align with the agency’s goals and mission at the time of hiring
(initially), or prior to promotion into management. Federal Student Aid would enhance its
capacity to stay on par with the evolving parameters of how business is conducted within the
agency. With the right leaders in place showing in-depth convictions of intrinsic fulfillment of
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strong job competence, willingness to train others, and the temperamental cognizance of the
multi-generational dynamics of how public servants work motivations differ, can allow leaders
to focus on those whose motivations do not specifically align with Federal Student Aid.
In approaching this matter unit by unit within the Department of Education, investing
more in-depth research could expand within the next few fiscal years to reach other federal
agencies in their approach to identifying worker motivations at the forefront of hiring, and how
to improve the barriers between generations in a bureaucratic environment. However, a closer
look can be taken to understand how multiple generations within an agency identify their
workers’ motivations (WM), based upon what the data says through WM scale surveys.
Quantitative surveys could pose challenges for other agencies, as dynamics vary from each
agency. This landscape would best be served in working with the Human Capital Office(s) and
senior leadership within an agency on the proposal in scope, and determining what does the
agency want to know about its personnel/training options/employee needs. This data can show
how (e.g.) in-depth training is/not through the eyes of workers to senior leadership, or whether
employee needs are being fulfilled. This type of data can get leadership out of the bureaucratic
silos of putting forth policy directives that are counter-productive to the agency’s goal; as the
needs of the agency change, so does the multi-generational needs of its workers. Overall, more
research would need to be conducted and tailored by the government agency, should they choose
to utilize quantitative style WM surveys to help improve on its weakest areas of need to better
connect generations together within it workforce through identifying their work motivations.
Researcher’s Position – Executive Summary
Within the near future, significant modifications and changes are expected to take place
within Federal Student Aid. As the Department updates its mission and vision statement with
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each changing administration (every 4 to 8 years), it is paramount that the agency understands
how employees learn and adapt to others who systematically perform work differently. Ensuring
that communication mediums (e.g., Skype, Microsoft Teams, Zoom) are fully incorporated in the
workplace (provide training on new platforms use, so Federal Student Aid employees can be
become fully competent to use any platform within the agency). Even as these tools are more
familiar to younger cohort generations in Federal Student Aid, the older generations will be less
non-familiar and more open to its use because of the applied platform training by Federal
Student Aid.
It is critical that the Department disseminates directives and training to help the agency
achieve its mission and goals as a Performance Based Organization (PBO). Another clear focal
point suggestion is to incentivize Federal Student Aid employees to take agency surveys more
seriously. Giving personnel something as an hour off paid time off (PTO) from work, would
increase the response rates dramatically for agency pushed surveys that are allocated to
employees within the Department of Education as a whole. Such a move by the agency could
promote employees to be more aware and willing to divulge experiences countered when surveys
are distributed through Federal Student Aid, and possibly the entire Department.
The organizational culture of Federal Student Aid favors public servants who are
committed to their jobs and believe that what they do matters for the entire nation’s educational
system. Vacancies in this agency are growing, and many employees from the Baby Boomer
generation will be retiring soon and taking this wealth of knowledge with them without
transferring it to others is not a sustainable option. Investigating this problem from a
developmental standpoint, technological advancements have significantly widened the skills gap
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between generations as technological advances enhance its footprint within this business
environment.
Inevitably, employees will leave Federal Student Aid for whatever personal reason they
have. Federal Student Aid could enlist exit surveys to personnel in good standings who notify the
agency of an advanced departing date. Approaching this event from an exit survey perspective
would allow the unit to understand why this talent is voluntarily leaving the agency. Data of this
population is not captured by Federal Student Aid (currently), but could prove to be valuable in
how the agency looks to assuage this percentage over time, and focus on the multi-generation of
public servants employed within the unit; and learning from them simultaneously as the data can
be telling in how to remedy ongoing issue(s). This platform can help gauge how effective
succession planning and workforce diversity is within other work units.
In learning the working motivations of public servants, the agency can focus on policies
that can enhance how succession planning is received and or revamped. This concerted effort in
learning about the employees will not handicap Federal Student Aid in any way. The agency
itself, can incorporate these measures in understanding these generational variances and need
differences. Investing time and training into knowing the work motivations of government
employees is just as important, if not more, than the technology used to assist in getting the work
done by these same public servants, regardless of how they are motivated whether extrinsic,
intrinsic or both.
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Appendix A
U.S. Department of Education Survey Synopsis Invitation
Dear [Public Servant],
My name is Dallas Mallory, and I am a doctoral student in the Interdisciplinary Leadership
program at Governors State University. I am conducting a quantitative research study examining
work motivations in federal employees within the Department that highlights the variance
differences between Baby-Boomers, Generation X, and Millennial Generations, and you are
invited to participate in the study. I am conducting this study under the supervision of Dr.
Marlon Cummings.
The electronic survey is anticipated to take no more than [5 minutes] to complete, and will
exhibit 11 questions in total, with some questions being open-ended for individual assessment to
elaborate point(s). Participation in this study is voluntary, and you may refuse to participate or
exit the survey at any time.
This study will not benefit you directly, but it will help the researcher better understand the work
motivations of federal employees respective to associated generation.
The risks of participation are minimal. Your identity will be protected. Your responses will be
accessible only to me and my advisor. When the project is complete, I will destroy all data from
the study.
If you have questions or would like to participate, please contact me at
PSMEducation@Yahoo.com or my advisor at MCummings@Govst.edu. If you have questions
about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the IRB at Governors State
University at IRB@Govst.edu.
Your identity as a participant in this research will remain anonymous. If you agree to participate,
please click on the link below.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/3GENWMUSEd
Your willingness to return the completed questionnaire indicates your consent to
participate in this study.
Thank you for your participation in this project!
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Appendix B
PSM Work Motivation in the Department of Education (FSA) – Survey Questions
1] Are you: [ ] Female [ ] Male [ ] Non-Binary
2] I am a ___________________ that works as a public servant in the federal government.
A) Baby-Boomer
B) Generation X C) Millennial
3] Do you feel that one’s personal work motivations play a role in how individual goals are achieved
in the workplace?
Yes or No
4] What type of training is your preferred method as a public servant in learning new work
initiatives? (can choose more than one)
A) Conference room setting
B) Skype session
C) One on One training
D) All the above
E) None of the above
5] In chosen order of importance, what factors as a public servant improves a worker’s
performance? (choose one)
A) Employee training, Attitude towards work, Organizational culture environment
B) Attitude towards work, Organizational culture environment, Employee training
C) Organizational culture environment, Employee training, Attitude towards work
6] I rate (individual) work motivations to be paramount in job satisfaction in the Department % of
the time. [1 to 100] – Self Rating
7] Does work motivations play a critical role to factor in gauging whether individuals are a good
organization-fit for government environments?
Yes or No
8] In your experience as a public servant, do you feel that working in a mid-sized federal agency
(Department of Education) has strengthened your convictions in what it means to serve others?
Making a difference to society means more to me than personal achievements?
() Yes, all the time () Sometimes () No, not at all
9] I fall within the General Schedule (GS) or Administratively Determined (AD) position equivalent
to:
GS-07 thru GS-15 or AD equivalent, SES Senior Position
10] How many years have you been within the Department?
() 1-3 years () 4-10 years () 11-14 years () 15-20 years () 21-30 years () 31-40 years () 41+ years
11] Making a difference in society (intrinsic nature) means more to me than personal achievements
(extrinsic nature)?
() Strongly Agree () Agree () Neither agree nor disagree () Disagree () Strongly Disagree

